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By Anna Hanuska
In early January, Westmont’s robotics team, Team 3482: Arrowbotics, begins their build season. They have six weeks to design and construct a robot to
complete required tasks for this year’s challenge, Destination: Deep Space. Senior Varun Saran, the President of Arrowbotics, has high hopes; he looks forward to
“the challenges that the new game will present and designing mechanisms to tackle these challenges.”
Westmont Arrowbotics already displayed resilience during this year’s oﬀ-season competition, MadTown Throwdown, with their main bot ranking 14th out
of 43 teams. The robots compete in FIRST competitions, where they earn points for accomplishing speciﬁc tasks.
To create a functioning robot, many teams with diﬀerent specialties must work together. The Public Relations and Finance teams, supervised by the
Vice President, junior Anand Giduthuri, applies for grants and raise money to fund the team, which needs a minimum
of $20,000 to operate. “There are a lot of great ideas, but we need funding to see these visions come
true,” remarks junior Ashwini Joshi, Director of Finance. Ashwini works alongside the Director of
Fundraising, junior Patrick Chan, and the team’s Public Relations Directors, juniors Jessica Xu and
Janice Teoh. They deal with the business side of the STEM ﬁeld, an aspect often overlooked. All the
other branches collaborate to build the actual robot. The CAD team, led by sophomore David Hoehler,
designs the robot virtually before it is assembled physically, to ensure that the design works, saving
money and time. Then, junior Michael Makhota and his Mechanical team build the robot
based on the design generated by the CAD team. Both Electrical and Programming teams are
critical to guarantee that the robot moves and completes its tasks smoothly. The Electrical
team is responsible for the electronic and pneumatic aspects of the robot’s functions, while
the Programming team writes the software that communicates with the robot. Junior Evan
Roxton, Head of Engineering, oversees the CAD, Mechanical, Electrical, and Programming
teams, maintaining cooperation between them. “Teamwork is an essential aspect of robotics,”
explains Evan, “it takes more than just mechanical skill to run a team.”
Despite the hard work and tight deadlines, Team 3482 is an exciting place to be. A meaningful
aspect of Team 3482 is the sense of community. “One of the best parts of robotics is the lasting
friendships and bonds you create,” mentions Anand. Robotics welcomes new members, who
are quickly assimilated into the club due to its positive atmosphere. “The common goal really
brings people together,” adds Evan. Senior Oscar Waterman, Director of Finance, especially
enjoys the combination of teamwork and engineering present in robotics. Ashwini comments
that, “I would rather hang out with the robotics team than go watch a stand up—that’s how great
everyone is.”
With the start of build season, the robotics team will have to work steadily and
productively to complete the robot on time. Recalls senior Hoyeol Lee, Chief
Electrical Engineer, “The build season is pretty stressful, but in the end it’s
worth it.”

By Marina de Alba
• 1566: Pope Pius V is elected.
• 1608: Fire destroys Jamestown, Virginia.
• 1782: The ﬁrst American commercial bank, Bank of North America, opens.
• 1927: The ﬁrst transatlantic telephone service is established from New
York City to London.
• 1959: The United States recognizes the Cuban government of Fidel Castro.
• 1993: The Fourth Republic of Ghana is inaugurated with Jerry Rawlings
as President.
• 2015: Two gunmen commit mass murder at the oﬃces of Charlie Hebdo in
Paris, shooting 12 people execution style, and wounding 11 others.
By Jessica Swalve
•
• 1/7: Boys soccer @ Gunderson.
• 1/8: Girls soccer @ Evergreen Valley, girls basketball vs. Lincoln.
• 1/9: Boys soccer vs. Independence, boys basketball vs. Oak Grove.
• 1/10: Girls soccer vs. Prospect, girls basketball @ Gunderson, wrestling vs.
•
Piedmont Hills.
• 1/11: Wrestling @ Kusumoto Classic, boys soccer vs. San Jose, boys •
basketball vs. Silver Creek.
6-7: Op-Ed
Years Old
8: Happiness
12: Teacher
9: Eats
Superlatives
10: Fashion
13: Best Of...
4: Campus News
2: Staff
11: I Was Today
14-15: Resolutions
5: Global News
3: Student Life

By Kameron Madson
1. Black eyed peas, ham, and cabbage are considered good luck if you eat
them on New Year’s Eve or Day because it is believed they will bring
you money.
2. 2,000 pounds of confetti are dropped on the crowd in Times Square at
midnight.
3. To ensure a year of good luck, ﬁrecrackers and noisemakers became
tradition to scare away any remaining evil spirits and to ensure a brand
new start.
4. The earliest known New Year’s celebrations were in Mesopotamia ,
dating back to 2000 B.C.
5. In Italy, people wear red underwear on New Year’s Day to bring good
luck all year long.
1/12: Traditional Competitive
Cheer @ USA Regional
Competition, wrestling @
San Ramon Valley Tournament
1/14: Girls soccer vs. Silver Creek.
1/30: SAT practice test in the library from 10-2. Sign up at the CCC with Rene
Klaus.
16-17: Issue of the
Issue
18: Entertainment
19: Music
20: Podcast

21: Yellow
Journalism
22: Fun/Games
23: Comics
24-25: Animals

26: Sports
Updates
27: Athletes of
the Issue
28: Poetry

Photos of the
Robotics seniors by
Melina Mahood.
The photo of
robotics and the
robotic by Anna
Hanuska.
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By Andy Evans
A pair of aces: Yes, Ben Nikitin and Jessica Swalve are two of a kind.
Both seniors are dealing with a full deck as they are Editors for The Shield and LIFE Crew Commissioners.
In addition, Ben (no doubt a future member of Congress) serves as Westmont’s engaging ASB President. Gushing with
praise, Activities Director Laura Saldana kindly states, “Ben has a maturity beyond his years. He has this incredible ability to look at
all sides of an argument. He continually seeks feedback because he wants to grow as a leader. He always expects the best of himself.”
UCSB has already stated “deal me in” when it comes to Jessica. An accomplished heptathlete, Jessica will compete for the
Gauchos in track next fall. At Westmont, Jessica also presides over the Interact Club. Her advisor, Ashleigh Tighe, praises Jessica
because “she always gives her all. No matter the task or event, Jessica is excited.”
Equally noteworthy to their long list of accomplishments are their ardent and engaging attitudes. Ben and Jessica don’t
have poker faces. Instead, they are polite, professional, and positive. They care about their peers, always striving to improve their
environment—their friendships, classrooms, school, and community.
With Ben and Jessica as students, Westmont has card blanche.
What is your biggest weakness?
a place I can call home, and happiness.
Ben: I can’t accept failure, so it’s difficult for me to try things
Jessica: My family, my friends, and high
I’m not good at.
school. My family means the world to
Jessica: I am an overachiever/perfectionist. Often, I am too
me and both they and my friends are
hard on myself when I feel I do not meet my goals even if I
so supportive and caring. As for high
still do well.
school, I enjoy everything that comes
What makes a good teacher?
with it! The drama, the good times, the
Ben: A good teacher should be unique
activities, football games, and dances all
and entertaining but tough and
create unforgettable experiences.
engaging at the same time. Teachers
What angers you?
should look after their students and
Ben: People who ignore, discredit, or rebuke
also constantly check themselves to
the truth.
make sure they are teaching to the
Jessica: Racism, poor living conditions
best of their abilities.
in third world countries, and slow
Jessica: In my opinion, a good
walkers.
teacher cares about their
What qualities do you look for in
students’ well-being and grades
a friend?
and always checks in on both.
Ben: I look for a friend who cares, acts like
Also, a good teacher teaches the
his or her own self, and has an interest in
material in a fun way that makes
my life as much as I am interested in his
learning and the class enjoyable.
or hers.
What three words describe you
Jessica: I look for someone who is kind,
most?
honest, and who supports me for what I
Ben: Driven, determined, and
believe and who I am.
passionate.
If you could be any animal for a day,
Jessica: Driven, friendly, and
what animal would you be?
thoughtful.
Ben: I would be an elephant, the best
The most important things
creature alive.
in your life are…
Jessica: A hawk/eagle. One of
Ben: My friends and family,
those super cool, savage birds so I
could fly.
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Photos Provided by Ben Nikitin
Jessica Swalve, and Chloe Clegg
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Izzy Alduino
Kate Lincoln

The Shield is an independent publication of the
Journalism class at Westmont High School. Editorials
reﬂect the opinion of the writer and do not necessarily
reﬂect the views of Westmont High School, its Board
of Trustees, faculty, administration, or students. The
Shield welcomes all opinions, editorials, poems, artwork,
complaints, pictures, advertisements, and letters to the
editor. Submit all material to Room 58. We appreciate
articles from students, faculty, parents and subscribers.
The Shield, Westmont High School, and CUHSD do not
endorse any advertisements that run in the newspaper.

The Journalism Department offers subscriptions to our dynamic newspaper, The Shield. This yearly
subscription funds the production of our student based
newspaper, and, in return, serves as a tax write-off for you!
Your support is greatly appreciated.
$20–Subscription—2018-19 school year.
9 Issues.
 Checks payable to Westmont High School.


Deliver to: Andy Evans, 4805 Westmont Avenue,
Campbell CA 95008.
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Iggy Azaelea or
Bhad Bhabie?

Should Marvel stop
making movies?

Describe your ideal
winter shoe in three
words.

Neither. Both are
terrible.

No. They’re good.

Black, white, gray.

Yay! I don’t know why,
and I don’t have any,
but I think they’re kinda
cool.

Honestly, Bhad Bhabie
because Iggy isn’t a very
good rapper and Bhabie
is trying to improve.

I don’t really watch any
superhero movies, but a
lot of people get hyped
for them, so I guess they
should keep making them.

Fuzzy, warm, stylish.

No. I don’t think they
are ever trendy.

Iggy. Bhad Bhabie has
no talent.

Yay! Because they’re
super warm and the
weather’s getting really
cold.

Neither, because
they both get too
much attention
for no talent.

Scarves: yay or nay?

By Jessica Swalve

Nay. They’re ugly.

Freshman Alex
Shadduck

Sophomore Alex
Musgrove

Junior Cyrus Jimenez

All photos by
Jessica Swalve.

Senior Nanar
Boursalian

By Grace Rodhouse
Smack in the middle of (seemingly) nowhere, the small town of Tuscaloosa is
home to a powerhouse southeastern college: The University of Alabama. Established
in 1820, this public research university made its name known across the country.
When you step onto the campus, you immediately can tell why over 38,000 students
choose the college as their home. Generous donations from career leading alumni have
allowed the university to keep the campus looking beautiful throughout the entire year.
The whole campus creates a small town feel, while the teachers, staﬀ, and students
make everyone feel at home.
When I talked to current students on campus, they constantly talked about their
pride in their school because of the teachers. Although the class size ranges from 30
to 300 students, all of the students felt that they could easily talk to each one of their
teachers personally if they were ever in need.

No. They’re good.

Durable, warm, good
looking.

No because they’re
amazing and classics.

Warm, waterproof,
comfortable.

The university oﬀers 72 undergraduate majors through 12 diﬀerent
schools on campus, and over 150 masters, educational specialist and
doctoral degrees. One of their most widely recognized schools is the
Culverhouse School of Business.
The University of Alabama also takes pride in their D1 sports,
including basketball, soccer, baseball, softball, and of course, football.
The university has 16 national championships for football under its
belt, and the beautiful champion walk of fame in front of Bryant-Denny
stadium displays the statues of the coaches who won the championships.
Whether you’re looking for academics or sports, the University
of Alabama provides an environment to succeed and a home away from
home. Roll Tide!

Photo of Mandler by Savannah Yee.

By Savannah Yee
Wrangling the entire music department all on her own, Christiana Mandler-Smith directs the concert
choir, jazz band, concert band, symphonic band, and wind ensemble. In addition to her school day classes, Mandler
dedicates at least fourteen hours a week to marching band—unpaid. Awe-inspiring and hard working, Mandler
manages six diﬀerent ensembles and coordinates the schematics that go into producing amazing concerts and
shows such as parent permission slips, the diﬀerent music pieces, the logistics of the venues and more! Even with
an amazing Music Booster Board to back her up, running an entire department is no easy task, yet Mandler not only
manages it, but she also ﬁnds a way to go to school for her Doctorate of Education in Transformational Leadership,
care for her two kids and work an additional job at Barnes and Noble on weekends. Clearly, Mandler does it all
without missing a beat, both in her conducting and her management of the department!

Subjects: Music, formally English.
Years at Westmont: 2
Birthplace: Campbell
High School: Westmont
What makes Westmont great?
The community.
What do you enjoy about teaching?
I enjoy interacting with the students. I learn
so much from all the students I teach and have
encountered over the years.
What is your favorite unit/concept/
standard that you teach and why?
Anyone can teach someone to read notes
and dynamics, but teaching someone
musicianship—to put feeling, style, and
storytelling—into music makes music
memorable and interesting.

If you weren’t a teacher, what would
you be doing?
At this point, I probably would
be an advocate for underserved
communities and ﬁghting for
equity among education. Or I would
open my own knitting/coﬀee shop and
just knit all day.
Favorite genre/artist/band/composer
of music? Why?
That’s too tough a question! I do love
alternative rock, classic rock, pop, and
Broadway musicals. From alternative,
I like the exploration of pushing music.
I love classic rock because it gets your
blood or tears ﬂowing. I love pop
because it’s easy and a mental break.
I love musicals because I was and will
always be a Thespian.

Julia Ocher
Cassie Kim
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By Grace Rodhouse
Photos of Lilia Cabellero,
Aidan Weiss, and Kayla
Thorp by Grace Rodhouse.
Photo of Bailey Freudenblum
by Michele Thomas.

Who is the lead singer
of the band Queen?
(Freddie Mercury)

Freshman
Lilia
Cabellero

Who painted The
Son of Man? (Rene
Magritte)

Who is famous for
painting melting
clocks? (Salvador
Dali)

How many number 1
singles did the Beatles
have? (17)

Pablo Picasso.
Da Vinci?
Wait, is Queen his
name?

Sophomore
Bailey
Freudenblum

Junior
Aidan
Weiss

Senior
Kayla
Thorp

Messi?

Freddie
Mercury.

Freddie
Mercury.

Despite skyrocketing opportunities in the tech
ﬁeld, the gender gap in computer science is worsening:
fewer than one in ﬁve computer science graduates are
women, and the number of female computer scientists
is projected to decrease from 24% to 22% in 2027.
Founded this year, Westmont’s Girls Who Code club aims
to combat these negative trends by introducing girls to
computer science and helping them develop programming
skills. The club meets every Tuesday at lunch to work
on a semester- or year-long project, following tutorials
designed by the Girls Who Code organization. Whether
beginner or advanced, all female students are welcome.
Come to the next meeting in room 65, or talk to Anupama
Tandon to join. :)

Picasso.

Denzel Curry.

Rene Mag...
Something
Something.

29.

16?
Dali.

Rene Maggie or
something.

Time is an
illusion.

17.

By Daniela Sechen

By Katie DaQuino
Looking for a new way
to get involved on campus? Want
to help put a smile on the faces of
kids across the globe? Maybe you
just want to meet some great new
people? Go to room 46 on A day
Fridays at lunch for a meeting of

Operation Smile. Part of a global
organization,
Westmont
High
School’s branch of Operation Smile,
led by sophomore Claire DaQuino,
assists in the beautiful mission to
provide safe reconstructive cleft
surgeries to children worldwide.

By Melina Mahood
The Westmont Red Cross Club is one of the most impactful and successful clubs on campus. Every
semester, Red Cross holds a blood drive, but the one in fall of 2018 in particular had their highest turnout
ever. 65 people turned out to donate, and they collected 40 pints of blood, beating their goal of 38. Senior club
president Gabby Kim comments that this event was the “best and most eﬃcient blood drive we have ever
had” Adding onto this, an American Red Cross member said that Westmont´s
Red Cross club is ¨the best organized and most professional out of all the high
Page 4 Editor
schools¨ she had been to. Chris Haskett likes to add in that they were at Los
Gatos High School the week before the fall blood drive. “Woo hoo! We beat
them once again” cheered Haskett. The spring blood drive is on Friday, March
29, 2019. Treasurer Mauricio Brooks said “it was great to see everyone come
together and donate to help those in need,” but he wants to encourage current
or aspiring members to come to the meetings every B-day Friday in Room 58
Hana Tobias
at lunch.

By Bella Aharonian
This year, two seniors, Tyler
Yang and Alex Rabinovich, created the
very ﬁrst Spikeball club at Westmont.
For those of you who don’t know,
Spikeball is basically a really intense
game of hot potato restricted by a
couple rules, usually played by two
teams of two. There is a small, round
net in the middle onto which the players
must hit the ball. It looks easy, but it’s
not. The true beauty of Spikeball is in
its portability; you can play it at the
park, the beach, in your backyard, you
name it. Come to the ﬁeld on Tuesdays
during lunch to join.

GLOBAL NEWS
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By Georgia Wyess
The pollinators are declining, and fast. However, did you know that if the bees become an extinct species,
the humans would as well. In fact, the human race would only have four years left to live on the face of this planet.
These insects are the only bugs on the planet that produce food eaten by man: the honeybee alone pollinates 80 to
90% of the world’s crops, meaning you should thank these insects for one-third of food items that you eat. If that
is not convincing enough, this small busy bee is responsible for $15 billion dollars of agricultural crops grown in
the United States per year.
The main cause for the decline is still unknown, but it seems to be a combination of disease, climate change,
and habitat loss. CCD, or Colony Collapse Disorder, has claimed one-third of the pollinator population within the
last three years. Next comes the climate change. This is an issue that we have all heard of; nevertheless, we never
stopped to think how it inﬂuences other living creatures on this planet. The rising temperatures cause winter
thawing to come earlier, meaning that the ﬂowers bloom earlier. However, bees hibernate in the winter, and just
because the ﬂowers are available does not signify that bees will follow the pattern. With no way to pollinate, a
phenological clashing occurs, leading to a possible death in plants. Another crucial reason for bee disappearance is
habitat loss. More people on the planet means more housing needed, thus leading to the environmental loss of bushes and
trees for the bees to colonize.
The good news is you can do your part in saving these magniﬁcent workers! You can plant lots of native wild ﬂowers in your backyard, or if you live in an
apartment, plant ﬂowers in a pot and place them on your balcony ledge. This gives the bees another plant to collect nectar from. Many fruits and vegetables satisfy
the bees as well. Therefore, if you are not one for aesthetics, plant herbs and your favorite vegetable or fruit to help out these insects. Once you plant your chives,
cilantro, poppies, or lavender, be sure to use only natural fertilizers, since chemicals impact the health of these creatures too. To complete the look, add a bee house
or a small bath by shallowly ﬁlling a plate with water and adding a layer of pebbles for the bees to land on and have a sip of water. If gardening is not your thing,
you can still donate to foundations, like the Honeybee Conservancy, that help save the pollinators. There are numerous ways to help, and numerous reasons why you
should.
Plants you can plant to help save the bees: lavender, cilantro, sage, thyme, sunﬂowers, poppies, fennel, buttercups, rosemary, asther, any heirloom vegetable,
tomatoes, cucumbers, blueberries, apple trees, pear trees, orange trees, cherry trees, etc.

By Chloe Clegg
In an eﬀort to reduce carbon emissions and ﬁght climate change,
French President Macron has increased France’s fuel tax. However, this
increase has been met with ﬁerce resistance from the rural and suburban
working class, many of whom already struggle to make ends meet and
depend on their cars to commute to work. Wearing yellow vests to signal
drivers in despair, these protesters ﬂooded the streets of Paris for 3 consecutive
weekends in numbers close to 300,000, according to the Interior Ministry.
While President Macron initially refused to comment on this movement with
the hope that the protests would die down, numerous instances of violence and
property damage have forced him to suspend the gas tax.

France’s failure to impose the tax reveals the larger
challenge of creating policies that reduce carbon emissions
without harming the vulnerable working class. To combat
this issue, energy policy experts and economists suggest
allocating the revenue from the gas tax to lowering the price of electric vehicles,
subsidizing clean energyand expanding public transportation. Although France
previously had more success with fuel taxes than other nations, in the future, any
climate change policies must avoid endangering the wellbeing of the average
citizen, or like in France, these measures will inevitably fail, and the damage to
the environment will only grow.

By Bereket Kebede
On October 25, history was made in Ethiopia as the East African country elected their ﬁrst female president, Sahle-Work
Zewde. The sentiment after the news broke was positive; Ethiopians all over the world celebrated this day with a feeling of pride and
joy. Zewde has an extensive background with politics as she previously worked as the director-general of the U.N. Oﬃce at Nairobi
and worked as Ethiopia’s ambassador to France and Djibouti. Women as a whole must work hard to establish themselves as equal
to their male counterparts, and this feat is far more diﬃcult in third world countries with traditional views. Appointing SahleWork Zewde is a massive step forward for not only Ethiopia, but also for other countries with the same background. It is a step in
the right direction to instill gender equity and could inspire others to do the same.
Fearlessly, Zewde took oﬃce and recognizes the importance of her new job as president.
Page 5 Editor
According to The Washington Post, Sahle-Work “emphasized the importance of respecting women and
the need to build a society that rejects the oppression of women.” Sahle-Work plans on reforming
Ethiopia’s conservative views on women by speaking out on controversial topics like gender equality.
I, along with millions of other young girls of the Ethiopian Diaspora, am motivated and inspired
by women like Sahle-Work Zewde who continue to make history, regardless of the stigmas
surrounding women in politics. Although there are many obstacles to overcome,
the election of Zewde invites numerous opportunities to make positive changes Emma
to our communities and the world.
Cline
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By Allira Bellawala and Emma Cline
Let’s not lie here, high schoolers are broke—why should we have to pay
to be rejected from college? Anyone applying to colleges knows that the last step is
the application fee, a ridiculous $50 to $90 payment to each school that covers “the
cost of the selection and admission process,” according to CollegeBoard. The costs
soon add up: if you plan on applying to more than a few colleges, you can expect
costs nearing the thousands. For those reaching for the sought-after UCs, prepare
to pay $70 per application, and that’s after writing 4 personal insight questions.
On behalf of all the penny-pinching teens drowning in college applications, we
say enough is enough. According to US News, more than half of the schools with
an application fee of $70 or more in 2016-2017 accepted “less than 40 percent of
applicants.” Again, the question arises, why should families pay to get denied?
Some lower income families are forced to respond to the question by not
applying. Costs prove a signiﬁcant barrier, and “there are many at-risk populations

By Ben Nikitin
Mr. Doe is tenured; he’s been a teacher for over 20 years. But calling
him a teacher is an awfully generous term. His students can expect one of
two things to occur when entering his class. One, he simply chooses not to
teach, invoking chaos in a room full of uneducated children. Or two, even
worse, he does try to teach, but his teaching is
akin to taking a bite out of an apple and spitting
it out—worthless and unfruitful. He assigns
mountains of useless work, gives tests which
nobody is prepared for, and sits at his desk in
frustration, not understanding why his students
don’t comprehend what he’s “teaching.” We’ve
all had a Mr. Doe, a teacher so futile that even
he does not understand why he comes to work.
Every institution has these kinds of teachers.
But before we place blame on them, we must
start with the source of the disaster: American
teacher preparation.1
Dubbed “an industry of mediocrity”
by the National Council on Teacher Quality,
teacher preparation in the U.S. is underfunded,
and its programs have miniscule admissions requirements. It’s no surprise that
a measly 10% of over 1,200 preparation programs are rated high quality.
That poor preparation of teachers is coupled with some of the smallest salaries
relative to other countries, according to the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). Small salaries detract droves of
talented educators.2
Taking a look at the countries with the best education systems in the
world, there is an evident pattern. Finland and Singapore, ranked the best by the

that don’t apply to college because of the application fee” (Cappex.com). In
our modern society, college is seen as a necessity to ﬁnd jobs in the future, yet
many cannot aﬀord to even apply; the system, despite including fee waivers
for some, excludes a signiﬁcant population of low-income families and
students from higher education.
In Europe and other countries, college fees are not a topic for
discussion; yet again, America’s education system falls short. The college
application fee hinders applicants from all backgrounds from applying to
colleges and empties the pockets of hopeful students. Colleges don’t even
send denial letters anymore—are we really supposed to pay $70 for a passive
aggressive rejection email? We’ll pass on that. No matter what, students
will continue to pay thousands of dollars just to apply to colleges. But in the
meantime, thanks for attending our TED talk.

OECD, have starkly diﬀerent educational approaches. The former is lenient, with
later start times, less homework, and less testing; the latter, highly intense, with
long hours, mounds of homework, and high-stakes testing. Yet both countries have
a crucial commonality: teachers are highly trained and paid. In the island-state,
teachers annually receive a whopping sum of 100
hours in training, used to update them on the latest
techniques. They’re also paid the same as their
private sector counterparts, and—to top it all oﬀ—
they are subject to rigorous annual assessments to
determine their ability to teach.
Eﬀective and speedy changes to the U.S. system
are unlikely, leaving many of our underpaid,
undertrained teachers unqualiﬁed to form the
next generation of leaders. The teachers that stay
to educate us, despite measly salaries which do
nothing to compensate for the Bay Area’s steep cost
of living, should be thanked for their dedication,
however; if they’re not great teachers, it’s not
really their fault. Since our current system does not
support adequate teacher quality, though, it’s up to
our teachers to keep up. That means self-teaching themselves (ironically) on the
newest methods, making supplemental eﬀorts to collaborate with their peers, and
testing themselves on their abilities.
Teachers, we’re counting on you!
1. It is worth mentioning that countless studies have proven that teacher quality—above all other
factors—plays the most important role in deciding the overall quality of education.
2. Salaries are not the only factor which boosts teacher quality, but it is arguably the most signiﬁcant.
Think about it: talented, skilled teachers—who have the opportunity to get a higher-paying job in the
private sector—will be compelled to leave their post.

By Alexis Weisend
Global warming currently engenders a plethora of environmental disasters worldwide but none with eﬀects quite as rapid as coral bleaching. As the
temperature of the Earth’s oceans increases, corals expel algae, causing them to turn entirely white, stressed, and more highly subjected to mortality. Thus, scientists
have adopted the term “bleached” in order to communicate the kind of toxicity global warming cause. Over 25% of marine life depends on corals to survive, and
countries like Indonesia and the Philippines depend on the reefs to protect their shorelines from storms. However, the sweep of bleachings has four-folded in the
last decade, causing mass extinctions of coral around the Earth.
Social justice activists, simply named Chad and JT, recently took a stand against global warming by bleaching their hair and engaging in an interview with
Fox news; “for a lot of people they don’t know ‘cause it’s like ‘out of sight, out of dome...,’ but we’re bringing awareness ‘cause now it’s on our dome.” After the
heroes’ very informative interview, “bleach it for the reefs” became a nationwide trend, as families and even schools posted pictures of their bleached heads with
the hashtag “#bleachitforthereefs.” Livermore High School was the latest site of the movement, with several members of the volleyball team bleaching their hair.
“No one really talks about how global warming aﬀects animals such as coral, so bleaching my head was just a way to make people think about what they’re actually
putting in the air and realize that we need change,” passionately speaks the team’s middle/outside hitter, Ryan Heise.
Personally, I think we should bring this movement to Westmont. A few years ago, I remember the baseball team bleached their hair for absolutely no
reason, so I feel like people would be willing to do it again, but this time for a bigger cause. Many girls at the school, including me, have been victims of hair dye
accidents resulting in corn-colored hair. So, next time this happens, just say you’re attempting to bring attention to the bleaching of the coral reefs.
Westmont, let’s jump on this. Yes, it looks absolutely terrible and you will receive stares from members of the public, but use that publicity to bring
attention to one of the biggest environmental calamities of our lifetimes: the bleaching of the coral reefs.
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By William Caraccio
In an academic system dependent on and dominated by an excessive amount of standardized tests, AP teachers fall victim to an impossible catch-22.
Should AP teachers implement a curriculum based on what they deem to be important in their mastered subject and possibly jeopardize the academic success
of their class by leaving them unprepared for the impending AP test? Or should they focus solely on preparing their students for the rigorous standardized
assessment at the end of the year, and risk forgetting the essence of teaching which should be driven by a love for knowledge? As all stages of schooling become
more and more centered around demanding and unforgiving tests, ﬁnding a middle ground between these two diametrically opposed approaches is becoming
an increasingly unattainable feat for teachers.
On the other side of the classroom, the students also face a demoralizing, competitive academic climate, riddled with seemingly endless intellectual
trials and tribulations. Many students have lost their interest in learning, the fundamental purpose of school, and instead have replaced their love for knowledge
with a constant preoccupation with performance. As a result, students expect test-based curriculums in their Advanced Placement classes, accepting the sad
truth that high school classes are simply a means to an end. However, are students to blame for this pessimistic outlook regarding schooling that has been so
widely internalized? Not in the slightest. We are the victims of the rat-race, not the perpetuators, so why shouldn’t we take the steps necessary to succeed in this
perverted schooling system? Despite the heavy emphasis on academic excellence placed on every student by not only educational institutions, but society as a
whole, the only way in which this expectation can be achieved is through the devaluation of learning and the promotion of robotic execution—a contradiction
poignant in its irony.
In view of this dire situation in which teachers and students are faced with the choice between love of learning or success within the system, there is
no light at the end of the tunnel. I cannot oﬀer optimistic solutions to this odius dilemma as there are none.

By Aditya Kulashekar
The United States has a huge problem. Due to rising
income inequality, the rich have become richer, while lower
class individuals have a diﬃcult time trying to improve their
situations. As a solution, many have proposed a Universal Basic
Income, more commonly known as a U.B.I. The U.B.I. would
provide all 300 million Americans with a basic income of
$10,000 per year, totalling $3 trillion dollars in one year. While
this seems like a beneﬁcial program, there are many ﬂaws
within the idea of a U.B.I. that would severely harm
American society.
First, a U.B.I. would lead to mass
inﬂation, unseen in American history.
Although there would not be any new
money introduced into the economy, a
U.B.I. allows for more people to have more buying
power, raising the prices of necessities and luxuries. A dangerous
cycle would start, where the United States would have to repeatedly
increase the price of a U.B.I. to oﬀset rising prices.

Additionally, to pay for a U.B.I, the US would have to increase taxes
on the citizens as well as take money from other helpful programs. Raising
taxes goes against the whole point of the U.B.I, as the taxes take away from
the amount of the U.B.I. The U.B.I. would take money primarily from
already deﬁcient programs that support the infrastructure. Furthermore, the
inclusion of a U.B.I. would cancel all welfare programs established during
the Great Depression. These welfare programs have had a signiﬁcant
impact on people in lower classes and poverty, as hundreds of
thousands of citizens are lifted out of poverty with the aid of
welfare citizens. A U.B.I. would actually take money from
the lower classes and spread it upward towards the rich, as
many welfare programs currently spend in excess of $10,000
on each person in poverty. By removing these programs, less
money would be spent on those in low income situations,
while giving money to rich. We would take away from the opportunities and
resources of the poor and make income inequality even worse. Overall, the
U.B.I. is a horrible idea that would harm the American economy and society.

By Olivia Ocher
San Jose’s mobile home parks have become one of the remaining aﬀordable housing areas in one of the most expensive markets
in the nation. Unfortunately, the region’s soaring real estate values have made the properties beneath them a goldmine for landowners.
Currently, almost 110 homes are being eyed at the Winchester Ranch Mobile Home Park, located near the Winchester Mystery House.
The home construction company that now owns the property, Pulte Homes, is planning to develop a huge residential area on approximately 16
acres, a site perched directly across from Santana Row and Westﬁeld Valley Fair. According to city planning documents, Pulte Homes has proposed
up to 691 units, which would require the mobile homes in the park to be relocated or bulldozed to pave the way for this high-end development.
Word of the company’s proposal to make way for more luxury condos and retail has unleashed protests by both housing advocates
and the senior residents of Winchester Ranch. Any conversion there would represent a threat to the welfare of hundreds of seniors and
low-income residents; the average rent cost remains far too expensive for most mobile home park residents to aﬀord. While typical
rents at mobile home parks in the region range from $700 to $1,100 a month, the average rent for the overall market sits above $1,800.
The potentially six-fold increase in the number of residential units also means a huge jump in the density of west San Jose and
would put a burdensome strain on its infrastructure. This infrastructure, built mid last century, is not prepared for such an inﬂux of new
residents. The area’s water and sewage lines as well as the current roads are not designed to sustain such a large amount of people. Current
residents of west San Jose will face heavier traﬃc, which is already a nightmare, as the Westﬁeld Valley Fair is also being redesigned.
San Jose’s mobile home parks have become one of the remaining aﬀordable housing in one of the most expensive markets in the nation. Unfortunately,
the region’s soaring real estate values have made the properties beneath them a goldmine for landowners, and many lived are now being unjustly impacted.
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By Kate Lincoln
Aloha from my living room! Or from the grocery store! Or from
Pinterest food videos!
At any place which plays Hawaiian music—whether it be on
the heavenly sand of Hawaii or simply in the car on your way home from
a long day at school—this wonderful music immediately teleports its
audience to the blissful sweetness of an imaginary island. Whisked away
by the gentle twang of an uke and/or guitar, listeners ﬁnd themselves
lounging under the palms, watching the marigold sun sink beneath the
wisteria waves.
I love Hawaiian music. It makes me happy. The instruments, the
sensation, the culture—everything. Even the language secures a special
place in my heart (even though I don’t understand it). Though I’ve never
actually traveled to Hawaii, I often dream of its sandy beaches and
tropical forests whenever I listen to its melodious tunes. I look forward
to Friday mornings when I can listen to the “Mele O Hawaii” show on
91.5 KKUP; what better way to start your morning than by greeting the
day with a cheery “Aloooha!”?
It makes me wonder why our culture and music fail to be as
happy, relaxed, grateful, or assured of the goodness and beauty in all
people and things. But then I remember that there is hope for our society
in the few who strive to help others and ﬁll their own lives with the
people and things they love. And who knows, if we all listen to a little
more Hawaiian music—every now and then—and focus on the bright
side of life, maybe we would be happier than we are now.

By Chloe Clegg
Positive psychology researcher Sonja Lyubomirsky,
author of The How of Happiness,, deﬁnes happiness as “the experience of
joy, contentment, or positive well-being, combined with a sense that one’s
life is good, meaningful, and worthwhile.” Although everyone has their
own deﬁnition of and philosophy regarding happiness, I hope you consider
incorporating these scientiﬁcally-researched tips into your daily life.
Maintain close relationships. According to research by Robert
Waldinger, a professor of psychiatry at Harvard Medical School, strong
social relationships have the biggest positive impact on happiness, while also
reducing mental and physical health issues along with reported dissatisfaction.
Practice gratitude. Susan Peirce Thompson, a cognitive scientist
at the University of Rochester, conducted a study that revealed that thinking
of three good things that happen each day considerably reduces depression
and increases happiness in a relatively short period. Furthermore, Harvard
researchers used an fMRI scanner to measure the brain activity of participants
who expressed gratitude to those who did not, and the results demonstrated
that practicing gratitude activates the medial prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain associated with memory and decision making.
Spend time in nature. In a Stanford study, participants who spent
50 minutes walking in nature reported signiﬁcantly reduced anxiety, increased
positive emotions, and better results on cognitive tests compared to other
participants who walked in an urban setting.
Smile! Smiling releases endorphins, dopamine, and serotonin, which
according to British researchers causes the same level of brain stimulation as
2,000 bars of chocolate. Even if you have to force yourself to smile, a mood
boost will still occur.
Lyubomirsky’s research has also shown that our daily experiences
control 40% of our overall happiness. By following these simple pieces of
advice, you can easily improve your own well-being and happiness!

By Sara Prough
Smile more. It’s a known fact that when you see another person smile at you, your ﬁrst reaction is to smile back. When we see people
laughing and having fun, we smile. When something good happens to us or we are genuinely happy, we smile. Smiling helps to generate more
positive emotions within you. That’s why we often feel happier around children—they smile more. On average, they smile at least 400 times a
day! The average person smiles only 20 times a day. The happier side of the population smiles about 40 to 50 times a day. Scientists have found
that smiling on purpose can help you feel better; in psychology, this is known as the facial feedback eﬀect. I know it sounds silly, but just the
simple act of putting a smile on your face can lead you to feel actual happiness, joy, or amusement. Smiling and laughing also reduce stress.
To spread the love and happiness, simply giving friends and people a genuine smile will trigger an automatic smile back. If everybody
were to start smiling at each other, the world would become a happier, less stressful place. Being with someone who makes you happy will also
make you feel better and is most certainly going to put a smile on your face. Hanging out with someone that makes you laugh will enhance your
intake of oxygen-rich air, stimulate your heart, lungs and muscles, and increase the endorphins that are released by your brain. Overall, try to smile
and laugh on a daily basis for a happier, healthier, less stressful life.

By Hannah Liang
As the aircraft landed onto the rough, grassy grounds of Jakarta’s
Soekarno-Hatta International Airport, I recall my nine-year-old self pushing
my mom aside (albeit abruptly) in order to catch a glimpse outside. Unlike the
smooth, concrete runways of my native LAX, Indonesia was much more rugged
and aged. Even so, the lines of motorcyclists, Javanese-style architecture, and
stunning mosques of Indonesia’s capital never fail to amaze me, even after my
ﬁrst visit so many years prior. Since then, the apparently gruesome 17-hour trip
from Los Angeles to Jakarta has become thoroughly integrated into my annual
summer routine.
While this may seem like some twisted method of torture for nonfrequent ﬂyers, the voyage to Southeast Asia continues to serve as a lasting
source of joy for me. Staying uncomfortably rigid in a small Singapore
Airlines Economy Class seat for hours on end? Not so much. Receiving the
opportunity to interact with diﬀerent people and cultures? Sign me up. Though
I may not be able to speak the Indonesian language ﬂuently, I can’t help but
grin along with some of the locals when they discover my status as a visitor.
Even a simple “Welcome to Jakarta!” from the amiable barber who tended my
hair this summer was enough to remind me
Page 8 Editor
of the excitement I’d felt during that initial
touchdown onto Indonesian soil years ago.

Daniela Sechen

By Katie DaQuino
As I look out the car window, watching the snow frosted trees pass by,
I feel a shift around me. Slowly, the rest of the world falls away. I know that
geographically, Tahoe is only a four hour drive away, but I am not convinced that
the magical wonderland exists in the same universe of ordinary life.
During the winter months, my family makes the trek up to the mountains.
Even when the four hour drive turns into seven, I am happy, ﬁlled with anticipation.
Piled onto the chairlift, we laugh at jokes, some which lack originality and others
which make sense only to the ﬁve of us. “Good thing I have my dummy straps,”
my dad jokes as he pretends to drop his mitten. “How much longer to the top?” We
answer my brother’s inquiry in unison: “Seven!”
Standing at the top of the slope, I take a few minutes to appreciate the
breathtaking view and feel the cold wind hit my face. Once the snowboards are
strapped on, we race down the run. I ﬁnd a jump on the side and dodge my siblings
in a game of tag. It is in these moments that I feel most alive.
As the winter months come to an end, and the snow begins to melt, I begin
to look forward to the summer months when my family will once again pack in a
car and make the trek back to the place that I still am not convinced can be reached
without jumping to a parallel universe.
Camping next to the beautiful lake, with its three distinct shades of
blue, I spend hours lounging on the beach, swimming in the lake, and hiking,
climbing large rocks splashed with water. Even the struggles of
Tahoe, from injuries to swarms of bees to being stuck on a
gondola, turn into fun anecdotes to reminisce about.
No matter what is happening in my life, I can
always look forward to the perfect days
I will spend in this magical place.
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By Izzy Alduino, Hannah Liang, and Kate Lincoln
Vietnamese food: foreign to some, delicious to all. Though not the most well-known Vietnamese restaurant, Jovie Cafe and
Phở is Campbell’s very own hidden gem. Tucked in the corner of San Tomas Plaza, Jovie’s provides its customers with a cozy, relaxed
atmosphere and exquisite Vietnamese cuisine.
Kate: We started our culinary adventure with the delicate crunch of an Organic Spring Roll, a much-needed refreshment to my
priorly dull day. Aside from the appetizer, I indulged in the scrumptious Grilled Pork and Vermicelli entree. Sweet, savory, and tender as
can be, the pork left me craving for more with every sensuous bite. To top it oﬀ, the tangy side sauce added a brilliant zing to the dish,
perfecting the complex ﬂavors which happily mingled in my mouth.
Hannah: As someone who fancies Vietnamese cuisine, I like to consider myself a phở connoisseur. Of course, at Jovie, I decided
to go for a personal classic: Phở Filet with rice noodles and beef. In all honesty, I didn’t anticipate to experience any foreign tastes; after
all, beef broth has been my go-to Vietnamese dish for years. Upon trying the soup, however, I was delightfully greeted by a savory blend
of tangy yet rich ﬂavors, the likes of which I’d genuinely never encountered at any other restaurant.
Izzy: As a lifelong carnivore, I was immediately drawn to the Pork Egg Rolls with Vermicelli. The egg roll itself had the perfect
balance of crunchiness and softness, and the ﬁlling had a great mix of savory pork and sweet vegetables. Coupled with the tangy ﬂavor of
the vermicelli, the entire dish satisﬁed my craving for good food.
Whether it be for a charming date night or a lunch out with friends, Jovie Cafe and Phở is the perfect place to hang out and chat
over a nice bowl of phở or any of the other amazing entrees.

By Erin Campbell
I am a picky eater, and it’s
embarrassing. There are many foods most
people enjoy that I simply dislike. This has caused
me a great deal of diﬃculty, so naturally, I decided to
write about it in the school newspaper. Although I dislike
many common foods, tomatoes are my most hated. Now, you
might think, “That’s not that unusual; I know people who don’t
like tomatoes!” However, my hate goes beyond the regular
tomato. I don’t enjoy most dishes with tomato or tomato sauce.
Yes, that even goes for lasagna and spaghetti. When given the
choice, I order my pizza with white sauce and my pasta plain.
This confession always leaves people confused, and I have
no real explanation for my strong aversion to all things
tomato. While I have moved past many aspects
of my picky eating, I have the feeling my
hatred of tomatoes will always
remain strong.

By Samantha Lam and Stephanie Lau
The Boba Bois are back and better
than ever! This month we visited TenRen, a
relatively unknown boba chain. The closest
shop, located in Cupertino, presents itself as a
compact, family-friendly store hidden among
various other establishments in Cupertino
Village plaza. Not only do they sell boba,
TenRen also sells a wide variety of tea leaves.
Without further ado, let’s get into our review!
Samantha: Being a basic boba
enthusiast, I ordered a classic Black
Milk Tea with honey boba. As
usual, I requested 50% sweetness
and 50% ice; in total, my drink
came out to be $4.75. This
puts TenRen on the cheaper end
of boba prices, compared to other
shops who charge nearly $6 per drink.
Upon receiving my boba, I was pleasantly
surprised by its deep tan color, which indicated
that the drink didn’t include too much milk.
This observation proved true: taking a sip, I
tasted the rich bitterness of black tea, perfectly
diluted with just the right amount of milk. The
boba was chewy and ﬂavorful, as all boba
should be, combining to form a prime cup of
boba earning a solid 10/10. Go you, TenRen.

By Chloe Clegg and Arohi Gadagkar
With the arrival of holiday season, we decided to drive through Los Gatos to view the beautiful
Christmas lights. Lucky for us, reviewing Great Bear Coﬀee provided us with a perfect excuse to
convince our parents to let us leave the house. However, our positive experience at Great Bear Coﬀee
ended up being the highlight of our adventure.
To begin, the moment we stepped through the door, we were greeted by the comforting aroma
of coﬀee and pastries. Although the cafe was crowded, we were able to ﬁnd a table, and the cafe
became a suitable location for productive work or casual conversation. Despite the long line, the
employees were still very friendly and ﬁnished our drinks quickly. We ordered the Gingerbread
Latte and Classic Mocha, and neither failed to impress. Speciﬁcally, we both loved the generous
amount of homemade whipped cream that topped both of our drinks. The Gingerbread Latte had a
sweeter taste than most lattes, but it maintained the coﬀee ﬂavor and tasted like all the good
things about Christmas combined in one drink. As for the Classic Mocha, the barista was
able to ﬁnd the perfect balance between a hot chocolate and coﬀee. Fun fact about the
coﬀee: the leftover coﬀee beans from the night before are mixed together to
create an interesting, but deﬁnitely tasty, blend.
To make our experience even sweeter, we ran into our kindergarten
teacher! Catching up with her was so nice, even though she was late
to pick up her ﬁve-year-old daughter to talk to us. Our
positive experience cemented our newfound
love for Great Bear Coﬀee.

Stephanie: To please my lactose
intolerance, I ordered a Lychee Green Tea
with honey boba. Luckily, I was able to
adjust my drink to 50% sweetness and 50%
ice, resulting in a perfect balance of ﬂavors.
My drink also came with a whole lychee,
infusing the tea as I delightfully sipped.
I could actually taste the green tea and not
just an artiﬁcial lychee syrup. Hooray! The
baristas give you a generous amount of
boba, which I am obsessed with; it has
an addictive, chewy texture coated
with a perfectly sweet glaze.
Unfortunately, I couldn’t
control my thirst for this
delicious tea and downed the
drink too quickly. I guess I have
to go back again soon! TenRen gets a
deﬁnite 9/10; they have got to make their
cups bigger.
With their quality tea, delicious
toppings, and remarkable service, TenRen
never fails to satisfy our boba cravings. Worth
it? Deﬁnitely. If you appreciate a strong tea
ﬂavor in your boba and don’t want to break
your wallet, we strongly recommend giving
TenRen a try. And that’s the tea.
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By Bella Aharonian
What are three words to describe your style?
Comfortable, goofy, and inspiring.
Who is your fashion icon?
Jeﬀ Spicoli and Noah Newberry.
Where do you like to shop?
Goodwill, Salvation Army, eBay, and ﬂea markets, or
any thrift store.
What is your favorite fashion trend?
Short shorts and sweatpants.
What is one fashion tip you would tell someone?
Don’t wear what everybody else is wearing just
because you want to ﬁt in. Wear something that truly
deﬁnes who you are, and most importantly wear what
you like. As Dr. Seuss once said, “Why ﬁt in when
you were born to stand out?”

By Allira Bellawala
We all remember the days of the old middle and elementary school yard,
where fashion was truly at its peak. Never again will people rock iconic looks like
faux velvet jumpsuits and feathered hair. However, for anyone traveling back to that
time, here were the coolest of clothing items.
- Knee-high Converse: We all know that one person who came to school in
these everyday despite the fact that they take hours to lace them up.
- Silly Bands: The forbidden fruit, these were even outlawed at my school,
leading to a rise in the Silly Band black market.
- Embroidered jeans: Honestly, these are something we should bring back—
if not for their customizable ﬂair, then for senior Grace Vallen.
- Bows: Why did we all decide we wanted giant bows (sometimes duct tape
ones) on our heads? The world may never know, but at least that JoJo Siwa
phase has ended.
- Justice in general: Walking into that store blinded me on multiple occasions
and, yet, that iconic heart logo found a place on nearly every elementary
school girl.
- Corduroy pants: I put these on here earlier because I had a killer pair of
red corduroy pants in ﬁfth grade. However, I just saw senior Connor Wolf
in a pair, so this is more of an honorable mention.
- Feathered hair: You were the coolest kid in school if you got a rainbow
feather on your head (again, why?). Bonus points if you feathered your hair
at Raspberry Lips.
- Skorts: Truly a versatile item of clothing, these need to come back into
style. Elementary school me begs you.
- Heelys: While I never had a pair myself (haunts me to this day), my brother
did, and nothing made me happier than watching him wipe out on the
blacktop.

What are three words to describe your style?
Calm, childish, and fun.
Who is your fashion icon?
Youtuber Titi Alli.
Where do you like to shop?
Places like Urban Outﬁtters but mainly thrift
stores.
What is your favorite fashion trend?
Mom jeans!
What is one fashion tip you would tell
someone?
Wear what makes you happy :)
Photos of the
Musgrove siblings by
Bella Aharonian.

By Savannah Yee
Ever try riding a horse in shorts? It is extremely uncomfortable
and your bare-skinned, exposed calves receive multiple bruises: not
recommended. What is recommended? Speciﬁcally tailored pants
and shirts for equestrians. There are a multitude of brands that oﬀer a
variety of shirts, jodhpurs, breeches and more. My personal favorite is
Kerrits, but Tuﬀrider and Tredstep have some quality items to oﬀer as
well. With all these diﬀerent brands, picking the right pair of breeches
or the right type of shirt can be diﬃcult, not to mention quality gear
can cost as much as a hundred to two hundred dollars per piece. Some,
but not all, equestrians are willing to sacriﬁce their paycheck to ﬁnd
the perfect aesthetic in their clothes to match their horse. No, I am not
making this up. In the horse world, matching saddle pads, polos, bell
boots and more on a horse with the rider’s helmet and shirt is a typical
occurrence. Crafting a true aesthetic, while maintaining quality and
ﬁnding equipment that carries out its function with style, dips into the
wallet more than any equestrian would care for. Some might not ﬁnd
the expense worth it; however, I do and that is where all my money is
going.

By Allira Bellawala
Do you often ﬁnd yourself cold, lonely, and touch-starved during the winter season? Well, sweaters
won’t make you less lonely, but they will feel like a huge hug! The big and poofy fashion of knitted tops
in the winter is something I look forward to each year; they feel like Snuggies that are appropriate to wear
in public. If you know me, you know that I absolutely do not know fashion, but what I do know is that
oversized, soft sweaters are the comﬁest and snuggliest shirts to wear when it gets cold. Colorful, sweaters
are also just plain fun—throwing one on makes me feel like the main character in a cheesy Christmas
romcom, heading home to the country for the holidays (where I’ll coincidentally meet a rich and handsome
businessman who has lost the magic of Christmas). Regardless of the reason, sweaters should have a place
in everyone’s closet—it’d make the world a whole lot comﬁer.
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9:23 PM

William Caraccio @barcelona4life

I was today years old when I realized the sound of snapping your ﬁngers comes from your ﬁnger hitting
your palm.

WAIT
Grace Rodhouse @rolltideroll_

I was today years old when I found out that when
someone says “hold your horses” they’re telling me to
be stable...

Jessica Swalve

@thejessicaswalve

Marina de Alba

@mariinadealba

I was today years old when I realized that if you’re not
there, you’re square because you’re not a-round.

I was today years old when I found out a third Franco
brother exsists by the name of Tom Franco.

um IJulian Benesch

@youwannatrymemate

I was today years old when I found out that when my
mommy calls me “unique” it is not a compliment.

Makenna Adams @youngbooboo
I was today years old when I found out
that The Oﬃce is an acronym for all the
characters’ names.

aaaaa???

aaaaaa
aaaaaaa

whaaaaa

Emma Cline

Twight Schrute
Hjim Halpert
Emicheal Scott

Oscar Martinez
Fyllis Vance
Fpam Beesly
Iandy Bernard
Cevin Malone
Engela Kinsey

@de-clined

I was today years old when I learned that the ﬁrst
episode of a show is called a “pilot” because it’s the
ﬁrst time it’ll be on air.

Melina Mahood

@mel.mahood

I was today year’s old when I found out Joji is Filthy
Frank from YouTube.
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By Grace Rodhouse
Especially in the Silicon Valley, country music often
doesn’t receive the recognition it truly deserves. As one of the few
country fans here, I decided to share some of
the best moments for country music in 2018.
• Kacey Musgraves became ﬁrst woman
since 2014 to win Album of the Year for
Golden Hour at the Country Music Awards.
• Carrie Underwood made her return to the
stage after a face injury last year that left
her with over 40+ stitches on her face, all
while working on her new album Cry Pretty.
• Taylor Swift’s “You Belong with Me,” Zac Brown
Band’s “Chicken Fried,” and Jason Aldean’s
“She’s Country” all turned 10 years old this year.
• Jason Aldean won American Country
Music Awards’ Entertainer of the Year
for the third year in a row, but this year, he dedicated it to
the Route 91 Harvest Festival shooting victims. Aldean
experienced many hard months after the event, as the
shooting occurred while he was performing on stage.
• Mitchell Tenpenny released his debut album, and
his song “Drunk Me” skyrocketed in the charts.
• Miranda Lambert and her band Pistol Annies performed their
new single “Got My Name Changed Back” at the CMAs,
seeming to take a dig at her ex-husband Blake Shelton.
• Kane Brown released (on my birthday!!) his
patiently awaited fourth album, Experiment, since
he became the ﬁrst artist to have simultaneous
number ones on all ﬁve major country charts in
2017. Kane Brown also married his wife Katelyn
Jae this year, a bittersweet moment for many fans.

By Aditya Kulashekar
1. Black Panther: The Soundtrack by
Kendrick Lamar
Kendrick Lamar, known for his
brilliant rapping abilities, was tasked with
creating an album for the movie Black
Panther. Lamar delivered the best album of
the year, showing oﬀ his skills as a producer
while also organizing numerous artists such
as SZA and Vince Staples. From hits like
SOBxRBE’s “Paramedic” to Khalid and Swae
Lee’s “The Ways,” this album has quality
songs, top to bottom,
and has stayed relevant
throughout the year.
With an Academy
Award in the movie
soundtrack category,
Lamar would be the
ﬁrst
person
in history to
win an Oscar,
Grammy, and
Pulitzer Prize.
2. Astroworld by Travis Scott
Travis Scott provided his masterpiece
Astroworld. Scott showcases his
creativity on his best album, as
the project went platinum almost
instantly. While Scott is mostly
known for his intense side, he
showed a more mellow side with
slower songs, such as “Stop Trying
to be God” and “Coﬀee Bean.” Scott
exceeded all expectations and
gave us an unforgettable album.

Championships by Meek Mill
In Meek Mill’s ﬁrst project since
his return from prison, he explores the faults
in the criminal justice system as well as the
issues that plague our society today. The
Philadelphia rapper demonstrates his amazing
lyricism yet again, and the production on
the album is exquisite. The highlight of the
album is Meek’s reunion with Drake after
a long beef, as the artists provide the hit
“Going Bad.” Overall, Championships is
deﬁnitely one of the albums of the year and
might be the greatest album of Meek’s career.
4. SR3MM
by
Rae
Sremmurd
Rae Sremmurd, which includes the two
brothers Swae Lee and Slim Jxmmi, delivered
their highly anticipated album SR3MM in
May. The Atlanta duo ﬁnally balance their two
diﬀerent styles, giving us a melodic yet intense
hip hop album that served as a true hit album
for them. Featuring established artists like
Pharrell Williams and Juicy J, the album creates
a bridge between old and new styles in rap.
Rae Sremmurd hit this album out of the park.
5. Oxnard by Anderson .Paak
Anderson .Paak followed
his 2016 breakthrough
album Malibu with his
second
solo
album,
Oxnard.
Combining
Oxnard
a rap, R&B, and funk
style, Paak gives us the
most unique and creative
album of the year. Paak’s
music perfectly encompasses the
Honorable Mentions: Carter V by Lil Wayne, southern California lifestyle, as he sings about
Iridescence by Brockhampton, Culture 2 by his life in LA and his upbringing in the city of
Migos, Daytona by Pusha T, Kamikaze by Oxnard. Overall, Oxnard is a must listen for
anyone wanting to experience something new.
Eminem.
3.

By Savannah Yee
2018 has been an astounding year for demonstrating societal change through ﬁctional One True Pairs, or OTPs! I know, that was a mouthful, but a multitude
of LGBT+ and cultural couples appeared in media throughout this past year. The top three are:
Rachel Chu and Nick Young from Crazy Rich Asians:
To start things oﬀ, let’s discuss the
phenomenal box oﬃce movie created by an entirely
Asian cast: Crazy Rich Asians. Our favorite couple
facing jealous socialites, quirky relatives and a
disapproving mother, Nick and Rachel demonstrate
the invaluable life lesson of “if you love them let
them go,” both of them willing to sacriﬁce everything
for the other. While not every couple will experience
the insane, tumulus, gossip-ﬁlled
challenges that Rachel
and Nick face, the
movie drew a lot of
attention and made
headlines for an all
Asian cast and crew.

Simon Spier and Bram Greenfeld from Love, Simon:
Next up, we have the classic high school
love story with drama, betrayal, revenge, secrets
and more—except the two star-crossed lovers are
guys. Portraying a beautiful coming out struggle, the
protagonist Simon falls in love with an anonymous
classmate over the internet while at the same time
he deals with a blackmailer threatening to expose
his closeted sexuality. Against social pressures
and societal stigmas, the two ﬁnd one another and
triumph over the hideous
challenges, which many
LGBT+ high schoolers
face today, pitted
against them.

Cheryl Blossom and Toni Topaz from Riverdale:
Lastly, one of the most popular American
teen dramas Riverdale brings us a sensational
lesbian couple: Cheryl and Toni. Their love
blossoms as Cheryl struggles to feel comfortable
in her sexuality as she has no one to support her,
at least not until she meets Toni. Together, the two
of them are unstoppable,
a true power couple,
making the most out
of their limited screen
time and providing an
empowering example
of a lesbian couple
for all of their fans
looking up to them.

By Hana Tobias
Sadly, 2018 was not the best year for memes. However, there deﬁnitely were some decent ones that happened during the
year. Here are, in no particular order, the 7 best memes of 2018:
● Tide Pods: It seems like such a long time ago, but Tide Pods were a meme during January. Their humorous nature stemmed
partly from the fact that they are so dangerous. So please, do not eat Tide Pods. It does not show dedication to memes; it only
shows stupidity.
● Gru’s Plan: Originally showing Gru explaining his plan when he ﬁnds an embarrassing image drawn by his daughters, Gru’s
plan is the perfect meme to encapsulate an incident in which a decision that seemed foolproof at the time backﬁred later.
● Alexa, Play “Despacito”: Many people know “Despacito” simply as a dreadful song, but it transformed
into an extremely versatile meme this year. If you witness anything ranging from mildly inconveniencing
to completely tragic, simply ask Amazon’s Alexa to play “Despacito.” Did your phone die? Alexa, play
“Despacito.” Did you fail a test? Alexa… you get the gist.
●
Yodel Boy: After a video of Mason Ramsey singing in a Walmart went viral, many people edited
the video and photoshopped him in hilarious pictures. Ramsey even ended up performing at Coachella.
●
I Don’t Feel So Good: After Avengers: Inﬁnity War, this meme provided us with a much-needed
laugh. From cancelled TV shows to countless other memes, nothing could escape Thanos’ snap.
● Weird Flex But Ok: More of a verbal meme than a visual meme, Weird Flex But Ok was originally
used as a reply to humble brags, but has since become a phrase used to comment on almost any sentence
imaginable.
● Johnny, Johnny: Honestly, this meme is evidence that God has forsaken us, but it’s still a bop.
Honorable mentions: Change My Mind, This Ain’t It Chief, Connect Four, It’s Free Real Estate,
Is This a...?, Let’s Get This Bread, They Did Surgery on a Grape

By Melina Mahood

1. Fuzzy ¼ zip
jackets
2. Plaid pants
3. Cropped ﬂare jeans
4. Wrap shirts
5. Jean skirts
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This coming year, forced to face
the eﬀects of climate change head
on, we will ﬁnally begin to
work together as a country to
protect our planet.

My New Year’s resolution
is to make sure I never have
-$3,000 dollars in my bank
account.

My New Year’s resolution
is to teach my 19-yearold brother how to cook
something besides cereal
and toast.

In 2019, I want to make sure
that I spend more quality time
with my family and friends.

In 2019, I plan to take advantage
of my ﬁrst year in college, travel to
new places, and make sure I do
whatever makes me happy.

My New Year’s resolution is to
say yes to more things like new
foods and activities.

This year, I hope to help
others as much as I can
and be much happier :D

In 2019, I plan to start eating
healthier. But ﬁrst, I need to
eat all of the junk food I have
so it doesn’t tempt me.

My resolution in
2019 is to try to accomplish
perfectenschlag. I will do this
by getting a good job, preparing
for my future, staying on top of
things, and giving back.

In 2019, I hope to clean my
car weekly and go to bed at 10
p.m.

In 2019, I predict that I will get
to pet lots of ﬂuﬀy dogs.
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By Daniela Sechen
As populations and real estate prices skyrocket, more and more people
seek a tranquil life near the great outdoors, directly in the path of natural disaster.
Homes popping up in the wildland-urban interface, where human development
meets vegetation, are the victims of California’s most recent wildﬁres—and the
devastating blazes before that.
According to The New York Times, 12.7 million more houses and
25 million more people moved into these zones between 1990 and 2010 (and
these foreboding statistics have only increased in 2019). The Mercury News
reports that this growth accounts for 60 percent of new homes along the west

coast. This new development eradicates not only pristine wilderness but also
the protective border between human homes and wildﬁres, not to mention its
inhabitants often ignite the ﬁres themselves, whether through a spark from a ﬂat
tire or an electrical mistake (hello, PG&E). In fact, since 1999, a staggering 13
large wildﬁres have occured in the same area as the Camp Fire. Yet, each time,
residents courageously (or stubbornly, and most deﬁnitely expensively) rebuild
in the disaster zone. With climate change on the rise, it seems reasonable to
predict that they will face ﬁre again, which begs the question: should they really
be living there at all?

By Alexis Weisend
In the past few months, wildﬁres have raged throughout California, destroying a record number of buildings and
displacing over 300,000 residents. The town of Paradise was hit the worst with wildﬁres beginning on November 8,
the event labeled the deadliest and most destructive in the state’s history. The same day, the Woolsey ﬁre began
in Southern California and burned thousands of acres in the L.A./Ventura country area. In total, 77 people are
conﬁrmed to have perished in the ﬁres and over 1,000 people remain missing.
California Governor Jerry Brown and President Donald Trump ﬂew in to see the disaster named
“the Camp Fire” themselves. “Looks like a war zone…,” Brown said to Trump while surveying the damage.
On December 2, California’s oﬃcial wildﬁre site, http://www.ﬁre.ca.gov, conﬁrmed that the Camp
Fire was 100% contained. Now, the task for California is ﬁnding these missing individuals, delivering
supplies to those who are still displaced, and rebuilding over a quarter of a million homes.

By Katie DaQuino
Watching our home state burst into ﬂames, we Californians have
begun to search for the responsible group, feeling that someone needs to be
held accountable for the tremendous losses of life and property. PG&E has
become this scapegoat, a position they likely deserve.
While the people may have made up their minds in regards to PG&E’s
guilt (one only has to look to the stock market, where as of November 15,
PG&E’s stock was down 51 percent) the authorities have not yet reached a
conclusion. According to Cal Fire, PG&E’s equipment was responsible for 17
California wildﬁres in October 2017, but for the two most deadly wildﬁres
in California history (Camp Fire and Tubbs Fire), investigations are still
underway.
There are two possible courses of action to hold PG&E accountable.
The most likely course is for those aﬀected by the ﬁre to sue PG&E for
ﬁnancial compensation. This litigation will force PG&E to pay an estimate
of 12 to 15 billion dollars, a sum of money the company will likely be unable
to aﬀord. The hope is that by suing the company, PG&E will be forced to
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prevent future costly mistakes. If PG&E does not make prioritize preventing ﬁres,
maybe they will prioritize saving their wallets.
An alternate (and possibly more eﬀective) strategy is to pursue criminal
charges against the company. 88 people lost their lives to the Camp Fire alone,
and 11 are still missing as of December 3. If PG&E’s negligence or other reckless
decisions are found to be the cause of this ﬁre, it seems that individuals need to be
held accountable. However, this is not possible until Cal Fire oﬃcially determines
the cause of the ﬁre. U.S. District Judge William Alsup ordered a response by
December 31 as to whether PG&E violated their probation from San Bruno,
which included a clause forbidding them to commit any crimes. Alsup warned
that “reckless operation and maintenance of PG&E power lines,” which could
have led to the ﬁres, would violate this clause of the probation.
At the time this article was written, a decision had not been reached
regarding PG&E’s role in starting the Camp Fire. As Cal Fire makes their decision
and PG&E turns in their report, it will become apparent what, if any, course of
action will be taken against PG&E.
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By Anna Hanuska
The air pollution from the recent California ﬁres is well known, as
seen through the smoke particles that created a grey haze, enveloping the Bay
Area. All across the Northern California, air quality ranged from unhealthy to
very unhealthy levels for nearly two weeks, until the ﬁres were contained and
the rain washed away the pollutants in the air. According to the American Lung
Association, seven out of ten of the most polluted cities in the United States by
short term particle pollution are in California. However, many are unaware of
the true extent of our state’s air pollution.
Although California slowly recovers from the eﬀects of the wildﬁres
each year, its air quality remains far from ideal. California houses some of
the most polluted cities in the United States. Even under seemingly normal
conditions, the Bay Area’s Air Quality Index rating tends to be on the higher end
of the “good” scale, occasionally rising to “moderate” levels of air pollution.
In fact, seven out of ten of the most polluted cities in the United States by year
round particle pollution are also in California. The San Jose-San Francisco-

Oakland area ranked 10th. Out of the ten most polluted cities in the United
States by ozone, California is home to eight—including the top seven. The
two most polluted cities by ozone pollution in the United States are Los
Angeles-Long Beach and Bakersﬁeld. The San Jose-San Francisco-Oakland
area ranks 13th in ozone pollution. Why is California so polluted? There are
two leading causes of California’s bad air. The ﬁrst contributor is fossil fuels.
California depends on fossil fuels for much of its energy, and the emissions
pollute the air residents breathe. Another factor in California’s poor air quality
is the constant droughts and warm weather. Heat aids the development of
smog and ozone, which makes the pollution more diﬃcult to clean up.
Certain negative health eﬀects have been directly linked to air
pollution, including short-term respiratory irritation and long-term lung
damage. Poor air quality is a serious issue, but luckily stricter regulations and
improvements in clean energy have the potential to help California slowly
recover.

By Erin Campbell
California is all about sunshine and beaches, right? Wrong. Instead, we should be more concerned about our rain, or the lack thereof.
There are some places in the Golden State that get fewer than three inches of rain per year. To put this in perspective, some cities in Oregon get up
to 90 inches. California is notorious for droughts, which is something we need to take more seriously. Years without rain have aﬀected our forests,
and more than 100 million trees have died as a result. In fact, California is still in a moderate drought, and this lack of rain negatively impacts
many aspects of California life. The dry winds and low humidities create ideal ﬁre conditions, so not only is lack of rain a problem in itself, it also
heightens the threat of ﬁres. Even the rare occasion when it does rain can be dangerous too. Landslides and ﬂooding can aﬀect areas that don’t
regularly have rainy weather. To summarize, California’s problems with rain can cause droughts, death of plantlife, ﬁres, and mudslides. Whether
we get no rain, or too much, this weather phenomenon has a big impact on all Californians.

By Ben Nikitin
Not to rattle you with the news, but seismologists say the Big One is
coming—and it should be soon. Flooded with a sea of fault lines that look like
an eﬃcient interstate highway system, California is highly prone to earthquakes,
especially in the Bay Area, through which the 800-mile-long San Andreas fault
slices. According to Peggy Hellweg, a seismologist at UC Berkeley, there is a
99.9% chance that there will be a damaging earthquake (magnitude 6.7+) in the
next 30 years. Essentially, it’s gonna happen.
Yes, earthquakes do not follow a speciﬁc timeline—they can happen
frequently or sporadically. But the average time between earthquakes, as Caltech
seismologist Jen Andrews explains, “tends to be on the order of 100 to a few
hundred years, and in several places it has been about that interval since the last

large quake.” The southern portion of the San Andreas fault hasn’t had an
earthquake in—wait for it—nearly 300 years!
The ramiﬁcations of the Big One can be catastrophic, potentially
resulting in up to 800 deaths and a $100 billion hit to the world’s ﬁfth largest
economy, according to U.S. Geographic Survey research. In San Francisco,
where the San Andreas fault conveniently runs straight through the downtown
area, a trove of aged buildings is highly vulnerable.
With these cheerful thoughts in mind, be sure that you’re prepared—is
your water heater strapped to your wall? Have a plan; know how to react when
the Big One hits: emergency supplies, food, where to go. But for now, just
enjoy the soon-to-be-destructed landscape of our immaculate California.
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By Julian Benesch
Last we saw from the Avengers: Endgame trailer, Tony Stark is ﬂoating
around in Peter Quill’s spaceship, Thanos is on a planet with the demolished
gauntlet and inﬁnity stones, Steve Rogers and Natasha Romanov are sitting in
the Avengers base discussing a course of action, Bruce Banner is looking for survivors of the snap, Clint Barton has become Ronan in Japan, and Scott Lang
appears at the front gate of the Avengers base. Scott Lang’s appearance raises some eyebrows because in theory he was trapped in the quantum realm meaning that
he may have found a way to escape or someone has taken on his identity (likely a Skull).
Scott plays a pivotal role in the future ﬁlm, if he can use the Quantum Realm to time travel, he can take the Avengers back in time to destroy the entity stones
in prior battles. This explains the leaked pictures of Chris Hemsworth in the old Thor costume with the iconic helmet and long hair along
with Chris Evans in
the old Captain America costume from the ﬁrst Avengers movie.
Another one of my favorite theories is Thanos will reverse the snap to revive Gamora and therefore resurrect the other
dead characters. The Russo brothers emphasized Thanos’ humanity in the previous movie and left us with Thanos in a Garden of
Eden like place possible inside of the Soul Stone. In most of the recent Marvel movies, the villains have not been purely evil, as
they all are doing what they think will help the world or provide salvation to themselves.There is no clear way to tell the course of the
movie from the original comics with the many versions of Avengers Endgame. Nevertheless, I can guarantee that the Russo brothers
will limit the information revealed in the context of the plot until after April 26. We may know more after Captain Marvel comes
out on March 8, as that clearly prefaces what is to come. Unfortunately, knowledge shall only come with patience so the only
thing we can do is to wait for the movie to come out or trick Tom Holland or Mark Ruﬀalo into revealing information to us.

END GAME

By William Caraccio and Aditya Kulashekar
In the last few decades, no franchise has had a more profound impact on their fans than Toy Story. The series
has been enjoyed by people from all generations, and the movies prove entertaining no matter how many times you have
watched them. Following the epic and slightly traumatizing series of events that unfolded during the previous Toy Story
movie, Toy Story 4 has a lot to live up to. However, with a new plotline ﬁlled with a plethora of new toys and various
adventures, Toy Story 4 will not disappoint.
For those nostalgic Toy Story fans who yearn for the reassembly of the original cast, this may not be the movie
for you. In Toy Story 4, the main human, Andy, has left for college and the gang ﬁnds themselves in possession of a young
preschooler named Bonnie. Fortunately, Tom Hanks will reprise his role as Woody, as well as the rest of the toys, who will
be voiced by their original actors.
Personally, we have been looking forward to this moment for 8 years, and Toy Story 4 seems like it will live up to
the hype. As the record breaking movies have left us all satisﬁed and emotional, the newest version has a lot to live up to.
Overall, we are extremely excited to experience a taste of our childhood when Toy Story 4 comes out in theaters in June.

By Katie DaQuino and Daniela Sechen
After seven incredible books, eight great movies, and two theme parks, the release of new Harry Potter content was met with excitement from fans. Though
The Cursed Child fell far, far below expectations, fans, knowing Rowling herself was not the playwright, retained high hopes for the Fantastic Beasts series. The
ﬁrst movie, though not without its ﬂaws, lived up to the hype. As for Crimes of Grindelwald, the second out of ﬁve (yes, ﬁve) movies, its fate remains unclear.
The movie deﬁnitely had its strong points. The CGI itself, from the beautiful fantastic beasts to the many magical eﬀects, made this movie worth it. The
cast was just as beautiful as the Niﬄers and Kelpies. Eddie Redmayne and Katherine Waterston portrayed Newt and Tina’s budding romance beautifully (we will
never think of salamanders the same again), and Ezra Miller, who served looks on the red carpet, reprised his role as a conﬂicted Credence. The new actors stunned
as well, including Callum Turner as Newt’s brother and Claudia Kim as
Nagini (who had a disappointingly useless role). Zoe Kravitz too delivered an
amazing performance as the complex Leta Lestrange (we don’t want
any spoilers, but seriously, J.K.?), and of course we loved the gorgeous Jude
Law as Dumbledore. The only actor we had a problem with was Johnny
Depp. When playing a perpetually intoxicated pirate, he’s wonderful, but as
a bleach-blond, very-poorly-aged Grindelwald? Yikes. That hairdo
was the true crime.
Crimes of Grindelwald created numerous confusing
storylines that never fully converged. The ﬁrst half of the movie felt
like exposition, and when the excitement ﬁnally began to build,
the movie dropped an unbelievable bombshell and just ended. It was
also packed with nostalgia, but the cameos didn’t quite work out.
Nicolas Flamel, while fun to see, was completely unnecessary for
the plot. Our beloved Professor McGonagall also made a short
appearance in a Hogwarts ﬂashback, but the scene took place in 1927,
when McGonagall would’ve been -8 years old. Ultimately, the
movie was entertaining but completely useless to the series—a ﬁller
movie designed to answer a few questions and raise a couple more,
or a movie written only because ﬁve movies makes more money than
three. It had the budget, the cast, the content, but just not the right
plot to make it work. For our love of the Harry Potter series, we
hope Crimes of Grindelwald turns out to be the weak link in an
otherwise fantastic series.
By Kate Lincoln
*Disclaimer
I am not an expert on deaf culture; I apologize if any of my facts or instructor challenged us to go see a movie with the closed caption machine so
statements are incorrect or oﬀensive.
that we could better understand how deaf individuals experience certain everyday
DO NOT pretend to be deaf (or any culture that you are not) in public, without activities. Receiving his permission, we took it a step further and attempted to
speciﬁc instruction, permission, and respect.
execute this excursion sans verbal and hearing communication.
Way back during Thanksgiving break, I went with two of my friends With this strange and foreign attempt at mimicry came an equally peculiar, yet
to see the newest chapter of the Wizarding World: Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes fascinating set of observations:
of Grindelwald. With a great movie, theater, and friends, it turned out to be a 1. I marveled at the curiosity, kindness, yet aversion people had when interacting
wonderfully ordinary trip to the movies, except for one thing: we were deaf.
with us. While we felt bizarre using solely our broken ASL and various hand
During the Fall Semester of 2018, I took a class for American Sign Language (1st gestures, I realized the workers and visitors at the movie theater were as, if not
unit) at San Jose City College. As an oﬀer for extra credit, our wonderful deaf
more, conscientious of their own communication capabilities.
2. The closed-caption machines are not as alien and much easier to use than I thought; one simple twist and it conveniently ﬁts in a cupholder.
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3. In terms of how this aﬀected our movie experience, I found my attention frequently torn between the machine and screen- initially
struggling to concentrate.
On a deeper level, I noticed that abandoning one’s language (via earplugs and headphones) while struggling to catch each bit of another
communicative method (the subtitles) forces oneself to rely on humanity’s basic method of communication: facial expressions and actions.
In our technology-ridden culture, it is easier to communicate with others over text or the phone than it is in person. Our culture is desensitizing
itself- the quality of communication and emotion hindered by our captivating screens. Juxtaposed, when one looks at other, more visual
cultures, such as deaf culture, one can immediately recognize a renewed sense of involvement and connection between its people.
As we strolled away, down the tree-lined streets of Santana Row, we giggled to ourselves about the innocent trick we had just played.
Bereket Kebede
Though we wouldn’t do it again, sometimes it’s fun to walk in another man’s shoes, or- in this case- hear from a deaf person’s ears.
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By Annie Vertin
Before he became Joji, the quintessential sadboi hours artist, George Miller, was better known
for his outrageous antics as a YouTuber.. After starting the viral “Harlem Shake” trend in 2013, Miller
amassed a cult following by making YouTube videos as comedic characters like Filthy Frank and
Pink Guy. However, over the years, Miller began to grow out of the raucous humor associated with
his YouTube personas, admitting, “It was a humor that I started when I was in high school. Naturally
as I got older, I got tired of that humor.” Deciding that he wanted to pursue the dream of becoming a
serious artist, Miller adopted the stage name Joji and started his career in the music industry.
Signing with 88 Rising, a label that exposes Asian artists to Western audiences, Japan-born Joji
released his debut album, In Tongues,, in November 2017. A year later, in October 2018, Joji released his
second album, Ballads 1,, and, if you haven’t heard the album yet, I highly recommend that you check
it out. I’m serious. Go listen to it. With moody lyrics, raw vocals, and R&B inﬂuenced melodies, Joji
provides a distinct, albeit melancholy, sound that diﬀers from mainstream music. While the dramatic
“Slow Dancing In the Dark” is my favorite, other tracks like “Test Drive” and “Yeah Right” also
stand out—and they’re perfect for those late night hours. If you’re ever feeling sad and you want to
drown yourself in some sorrowful songs, Joji is deﬁnitely the way to go.

By Kameron Madson
Taking the world by storm with her bold, new single, “thank u, next,” Ariana Grande has become the
powerhouse of the music industry. From her broadway roots in the musical 13 to her television debut on
Nickelodeon’s Victorious, stardom is nothing new to this pop star, but Ariana claims to be utterly surprised by her
musical breakthrough. “I can’t believe it but, like, I so can,” she tells Billboard, referring to the success of her
release “I love this more than any other song I’ve ever put out.”
Nonetheless, her joy has been tough to come by in the past few months for Billboard’s Woman Of The
Year, despite her increased career momentum. On May 22, 2017, a suicide bomber killed 23 people and injured
139 outside the arena in Manchester, England where Grande had just ﬁnished performing as part of her Dangerous
Woman Tour. Many of the victims were children. Within weeks Grande was back, not just onstage but in Manchester,
visiting survivors in the hospital and hosting the One Love Manchester beneﬁt, which helped raise $29 million
for the victims. Over a year later, in the middle of promoting her new project
project—her fourth album, Sweetener—her
dear friend, collaborator, and ex-boyfriend Mac Miller died from an accidental overdose. Just a month later, her
whirlwind engagement to comedian Pete Davidson ended. However, Grande rebounded and is better than ever with
the release of Sweetener, “an optimistic paean to her own healing; there was no dwelling on tragedy, only gentleness
and positivity.”
Through heartbreaking obstacles and heartwarming songs, Ariana Grande has found her purpose: to
spread unconditional love and oﬀer endless support to all through music.

By Kelsea Dizon
When Bohemian Rhapsody hit theaters in
November, the legendary band Queen enjoyed another rush
of fame and recognition since the 1980s, their most turbulent
period. Since the movie mainly focuses on the life of lead
singer Freddie Mercury, the relationships between the band
members, and the challenges they faced together, the only
sensible thing to do is write an article on what made the British
rock band so Killer:: the music. In comparison to other rock bands,
all the members of Queen contributed to writing their own song
lyrics, contributing to the true unity and personality of Queen. By
writing their own songs, Queen bounced from genre to genre with
every song completely diﬀerent and unique from the rest. Each song reﬂects
a diﬀerent emotion mixed with the Pressures of life. With Roger Taylor on
drums, Brian May on guitar, John Deacon on bass, and Freddie Mercury on
vocals and piano, their audiences felt Queen was the Love Of Their Lives.
Although some songs are over 40 years old, their music still Lives Forever.

By Erin Campbell
The bold look and sound of The Struts makes them
a band like no other. Bringing new life and excitement to
rock music, The Struts’ style and skill has earned them many
comparisons to legendary bands. Their larger than life attitude
sets them apart from most current bands and makes their music
truly unique.
Needless to say, I was beyond excited when Young
and Dangerous, The Struts’ latest album, was released late
last year. The new music was deﬁnitely worth the wait, and I
encourage everyone to check it out!

By Alexis Weisend
• Bone Thugs N Harmony: January 13 at the Cornerstone in Berkley.
• Wobbleland: January 18 at the Bill Graham Civic Auditorium in
• San Francisco.
• Bayside: January 21 at the Great American Music Hall in San Francisco.
• Kelly Clarkson: January 24 at the Oracle Arena in Oakland.
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Reading The New York Times can be daunting and impersonal; sometimes,
you just need something conﬁding and companionable that will keep you informed,
but also engaged—that’s The Daily, a podcast produced in The New York Times
building by the most distinctive journalist I have ever heard: Michael Barbaro. His
voice, light and respectful, is curiosity; his cadence, ﬁlled with randomly fantastic
pauses, is modesty.
Every day, like clockwork, a new episode of his podcast appears, delving
into every sociopolitical issue imaginable, from the midterms to taxi driving, from
Facebook to mining conditions. The Daily reveals the beauty of investigative
journalism, interviewing a Times correspondent on every episode. Insightful, the
journalists enliven issues by providing analysis, sometimes infused with their own
opinions, which they could never have included in their fact-oriented stories.
For those interested in politics and looking for a place to start, this podcast
is a must-listen.

Radiolab puts me to sleep. Although at ﬁrst
glance this would appear as an undesireable trait for
a podcast, this context, for an audio series as thoughtprovoking and completely engrossing as radiolab, I mean
the exact opposite. I do not play radiolab as my nightly
lullaby so that a monotone voice can put me to sleep
through uninteresting and lethargic facts, as is the case
with many other podcasts. No, the true reason for my
reliance on radiolab before bed every night is because it is
the highlight of my day. I relish the fascinating episodes
and the relaxing voices of the hosts Jad Abumrad and
Robert Krulwich so much that it has become a necessary
regiment in my daily routine, marking the end of the
work day.
Although it covers a wide variety of interesting
scientiﬁc and philosophical topics, the reason for
Radiolab’s greatness is not the concepts it discusses: it

Getting ready to go on a trip anytime soon?
Long car or plane ride? If so, I highly recommend
listening to the podcast Serial: Season 1 to help
pass the time. You may even forget about your
cramping legs—it’s that interesting. If not, I have
two suggestions: make plans and tune in, or listen
anyways. I promise this podcast is worth it.
Investigative journalist Sarah Koenig
explores the 1999 murder case of Hae Min Lee, a high
school senior from Baltimore, Maryland. Her exboyfriend, Adnan Syed, is convicted for her murder
six weeks after her body is found in the back of a car,
despite pleading innocent. Adnan Syed was sentenced
to life in prison. Nearly 20 years later, Adnan Syed
continues to declare his innocence. Over the course
of 12 episodes, Koenig revisits the trial, searching
through old pieces of evidence and discovering quite
obvious inconsistencies throughout the entire case,

Ben Nikitin

is the way they are explained and explored, with such
clarity that any topic, no matter how complicated, can be
easily understood. In this way, Radiolab accomplishes
something that few other podcasts can: they conceptualize
and explore ideas in depth, but in a way that promotes
understanding instead of confusion or frustration. Even
in episodes which discuss complicated scientiﬁc ideas
such as the scientiﬁc principles behind CRISPR the gene
editing tool, or the conception of life on planet earth,
Radiolab manages to provide a wholistic and complete
perspective on the topic, while maintaining clarity and
simplicity. They blend science and philosophy into one
single entity, with each episode diving into enthralling
intellectual complexities and impossibilities.
With so much to discover, go check Radiolab
out! I promise once you listen to it, you will look forward
to bedtime.

as multiple key people provided completely diﬀerent
perspectives and conﬂicting recounts from that time
period. She speaks to Syed’s old classmates, visits
the locations speciﬁed during the trial, and tries to
ﬁnd possible alibis. She even speaks to Syed himself,
attempting to piece together the bizarre murder case.
As a result of this podcast, a Maryland
judge ordered a new trial for Adnan Syed, which led
to Maryland’s second highest court overturning his
conviction. Maryland’s highest court then decided to
hold hearings regarding this case in November of 2018
and upheld the lower court’s decision. However, the
state of Maryland appealed that decision. There is no
word whether this case will be completed.
Wondering why the courts are having such a
diﬃcult time reaching a consensus concerning Adnan
Syed’s case? Listen to Serial: Season 1.

By Alexis Weisend
Page 20 Editor

By Ben Nikitin

When I need to clean my room, iron clothes, or distract
myself, I listen to the H3 podcast. Full of comedy, sketches, and
reactions where they satirize the internet, the podcast is littered
with goofs and gaﬀs. A new guest comes on the show each week
to be interviewed and react to funny videos; featured guests have
been Post Malone, Joji, iDubbz, and Shane Dawson. The channel
receives millions of views, this year with a total of 1.15 billion.
Over a billion people can’t be wrong, so go on Youtube and check
out the H3 podcast.
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By Jessica Swalve
Beginning January 1, 2020, the United States of America will add its 51 state by dividing California into two: north
and south, with the border below Salinas. Strategically, our state government realized that California would have a larger voice
in Congress with more Senators, as each state receives two. By dividing the state, California receives more Senators who
still believe in the same ideals as the present California. In addition, by increasing the number of Senators, the individuals
living in both rural and urban sections of the state receive more representation. In his State of
the State speech, Governor Jerry Brown stated, “Underrepresentation poses as one of the
biggest problems Californians face today” and aimed to “solve this drastic dilemma.”
Ultimately, this divide will bring congressional positives yet diﬃcult economic
situations. California represents a technological powerhouse; dividing the state
would create extremely economic complexities between companies in northern and
southern California. Needless to say, there will be a lot in store for the year of 2020.

By Cassie Kim
Lately,
CUHSD
has been discussing ways to
conserve energy at schools in
the district. Based on energy
reports, Westmont uses more
electricity than any other school
in the district. In order to reduce
our energy usage, some of the board’s
brightest minds drew up a plan involving
cutting the school’s energy usage in half
with the ﬂick of a switch. Every classroom,
gym, library, cafeteria, and theatre would
be required to turn oﬀ half of the lights in
the room. Although classrooms would be
darker, Westmont would save money to use
in underfunded departments and still help the
environment. After all, multiple sources, like
the Washington Post, agree that the world has
a mere 10 years before it is too late to reverse
the eﬀects of climate change. In case of
protests or grievances, half of the lightbulbs
in each room will be removed in order to
prevent rebellion. According to the website
We Are Teachers, a dimmer classroom could
also help students learn. Students in a brightly
lit classroom may suﬀer from restlessness,
stress, and anxiety. With partially darkened
classrooms, teachers will see calmer and
relaxed behaviors. The inventive plan has
many beneﬁts with little to no drawbacks. We
can expect to see the plan go into eﬀect by next
fall, so prepare for energy conserving, saved
money, and a happier faculty and student body.

By Sara Prough
Although it was ﬁrst banned in 1987, there has now been a reform on teachers being able to hit
or punish students. I ﬁrst realized this when sitting in my math class and a student sitting across from
me would not get oﬀ his phone, despite many reminders from the mad teacher. The next thing I know,
there’s a loud “BANG!”; I had just witnessed a teacher slam down the math textbook on the boy’s hand
that was holding his phone. He screamed in pain, and the teacher then proceeded to take his phone and
chucked it across the room. The boy sitting across from me never had his phone out again. This new law
honestly astonishes me. How is it ok to punish students to this extent? In light of punishing students, it
wasn’t until my second encounter when the punishment aﬀected me. It was a nice day in Journalism,
and I was eating a sandwich while my teacher was talking. I was about to take the last bite of my sandwich when my teacher stopped class and walked over to me, asking if I could tell him what he just said.
Entranced in my sandwich, I had no clue what he had just said. I was unable to get the words out, and
just before I knew it, my teacher took my sandwich and threw it at my face. He then got his yardstick
and hit my hands so hard, the knuckles turned white. I never ate another sandwich in class again. Ever
since this law allowing teachers to punish students passed, I am terriﬁed to go to school. Please help us!

By Bella Aharonian
Happy New Year! For those of us ﬁnancially drained from
Christmas shopping, I have some great news. This year, for the ﬁrst
time ever, Valley Fair will be hosting its ﬁrst annual White Friday on
January 18th. White Friday is kind of like black Friday, but better!
Every store at the mall, excluding designer stores, will be giving
everything away for no more than $5. Some things will even be free.
As you may expect, it will be complete chaos; people will be camping
out in tents outside the mall for hours before the stores open. I don’t
even want to imagine the havoc that will go on actually inside.
Complete anarchy. Every man for himself. Good luck to you all.

All stories on this page are
fictional!
By Bereket Kebede
Attention all Westmont students: at the most recent Campbell Union High School District board meeting, the superintendent,
Robert Bravo, made a shocking change to our current school system. After December 1, 2018, all students who arrive to class late
will be required to pay a $2 ﬁne for every 30 minutes that pass. After analyzing and comparing each school in the district to other
high schools in and out of the state, research shows that schools with better attendance are more likely to have a larger number of
students who excel in their academics. CUHSD was unfortunately not amongst this lengthy list of high school districts with perfect
attendance records. So, in an eﬀort to achieve academic excellence, the district has made a unanimous decision to charge all tardy
students. Yes, this does includes zero period classes. If students cannot keep up with payments, they will be forced to attend a school
outside of the CUHSD.
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By Kate Lincoln

“What’s in a name? That
which we call a rose
By any other name
would smell as
sweet.”
Romeo and
Juliet (II, ii, 1-2)

By Hana Tobias
Capricorn: Due to your responsibility, you should have no problem keeping your New
Year’s resolution for a long time.
Aquarius: During winter break, you might not have seen your friends as much as you
wanted to; you look forward to seeing them at school again.
Pisces: You’re probably already stressing out about AP testing or ﬁnals, so make sure to
ﬁnd time to relax.
Aries: Your inherent optimism causes you to predict that 2019 will be much better than
recent years.
Taurus: Since you probably feel very cold currently, you should use your excellent
cooking skills to make some delicious soup to warm yourself.
Gemini: With the holiday season comes numerous get-togethers and a feeling of happiness,
so your outgoing side is upset that December is over, but you also feel excited about 2019.
Cancer: Since the holidays have passed, you feel disappointed, for you can’t listen to
holiday music anymore.
Leo: You currently feel tired of cold, gloomy weather that makes you unhappy. Don’t
worry; spring isn’t very far away!
Virgo: After you’ve studied hard for ﬁnals, you should be sure to relax!
Libra: You can’t wait for winter to end because you love the outdoors, and you want to
take a hike without freezing.
Scorpio: You may despise the idea of returning to school after an incredible break, but
you can keep pushing! We’re already halfway through the year.
Sagittarius: You might break your New Year’s Resolution early on, but don’t worry
because you can always try again next year, right?

By Anna Hanuska
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By Kameron Madson
Use your ﬁrst initial.
A: Albus Dumbledore
B: Sirius Black
C: Rubeus Hagrid
D: Draco Malfoy
E: Dobby
F: Fleur Delacour
G: Hermione Granger
H: Harry Potter
I: Cedric Diggory
J: James Potter
K: Cornelius Fudge
L: Luna Lovegood
M: Minerva McGonagall
N: Neville Longbottom
O: Remus Lupin
P: Alastor (Mad-Eye) Moody
Q: Quirinus Quirrell
R: Ron Weasley
S: Severus Snape
T: Sybill Trelawney
U: Dolores Jane Umbridge
V: Lord Voldemort
W: Ginny Weasley
X: Xenophilius Lovegood
Y: Dudley Dursley
Z: Bellatrix Lestrange
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By Kameron Madson and Melina Mahood

By Makenna Adams

By Scott McIntyre

By Erin Campbell

By Olivia Ocher

By Hana Tobias
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By Makenna Adams
I could list a cha-million reasons as to why this cool little reptile is the best. To save
time, here are four ﬂashy facts that prove chameleons will always be in style. They’ll never
come and go.
• Chameleons are capable of transforming into a rainbow of colors to morph into their
surroundings. In a matter of seconds, they can turn from brown to turquoise, purple, pink,
or yellow. Occasionally, they may even turn red, gold, and green.
• Chameleons live a solitary lifestyle (i.e., they are extremely salty). They also enjoy blending in
with their environment. Relatable? Deﬁnitely.
• Scientists say that there are 160 species of chameleons living in the wild, but that number is just an
estimation. Because chameleons live in the dense jungles of Africa, Asia, and South America, it is
likely that there are chameleon species that have not even been discovered.
• Chameleons live in tropical, enchanted rainforests. Super cool, right? NO. Thanks to irresponsible,
rapacious farming industries, the chameleon’s once-expansive natural habitat is being rapidly destroyed.
The chameleon’s conservation status is now considered “threatened.” This dire ranking means that over a
third of the world’s chameleon species is at risk of extinction (Mongabay News, 2014).
On a happier note, there are countless hard-at-work organizations striving to conserve Earth’s endangered
species. Among these are groups that speciﬁcally protect chameleons. Please, help preserve these unique
creatures before karma comes back to bite you in its best, color-changing, lovable form: the chameleon.

By Stephanie Lau
“Quack!” What’s that sound? A duck, of course. Representing a large
number of species in the waterfowl family, ducks never fail to brighten up your day
with their adorable waddle and small pudgy ﬁgures. However, they’re so common to
our everyday life that we hardly research them and dig deep down to ﬁnd that weird
information. Don’t want to spend your time to look for these facts? Say no more, my
friends! Here are a couple of fun facts about ducks:
● A male duck is called a drake.
● Ducks have waterproof feathers.
● Donald Duck is the only major Disney character with a middle name:
Fauntleroy.
● Ducks can be found on every continent except Antarctica.
So, there you have it, folks. Hope you enjoyed this quick little quack on
your favorite bird.

By Jessica Swalve
Jellyﬁsh are by far my favorite sea creature. I am fascinated by these creatures due to not only
their beautiful, ﬂowy appearance, but also their unique physical features. For one, jellyﬁsh can clone
themselves: if split in half, jellyﬁsh can create two new organisms. If injured, they can clone themselves and
potentially create thousands of oﬀspring. Although they have the capability to create countless oﬀspring,
the Turritopsis nutricula are considered to be “immortal” as they can revert back to a younger physical
state in times of stress. Another fact I found interesting is that jellyﬁsh have no brain! Instead, they have
heightened neurons throughout their body that can detect changes in their environment. Lastly, the
largest documented jellyﬁsh (a lion mane) has a body span of 7.5 feet and tentacles that measure 120
feet long. There are so many cool and interesting facts about jellyﬁsh, it’s hard not to love them!
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By Hannah Liang
It’s one thing to own a dog or cat, but a yelping pygmy goat could serve as
an interesting alternative for the boldest of pet enthusiasts (granted you’re willing to
endure all the legal documentation required to keep one).
● Turns out, the unsettling rectangular shape of goat eyes is common among
some prey species. With elongated pupils, animals that typically steer clear
of predators receive a landscape view of their surroundings, enabling them to
make a quick getaway if necessary.
● No, horns aren’t exclusive to male goats (bucks). Both genders possess these
keratin-coated extensions, and they’re pretty common among most goats in
general.
● Tragically, the well-known belief that goats eat clothing, newspapers, and
cans is false. A typical goat diet is much less humorous; they primarily
consume hay, grains, foliage, and various vegetables.
● Goats, like humans, have accents which can change depending on the packs
they socialize with.
Hopefully, if you decide to accept the challenge of caring for one of these
animals, it won’t end up getting your goat.
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Alpacas, the cute, yet awkward-looking animals, interact amiably and gently
with humans… except when annoyed or bothered. These furry and often friendly
creatures will not hesitate to spit in the faces of unsuspecting victims. Although
often confused with its closely related counterpart, the llama, alpacas diﬀer in many
unique ways from any other animal in the Camelidae family. Many uneducated people
frequently confuse alpacas for llamas, but let me enlighten you with ﬁve fascinating
facts about the better animal between the two:
1. Everyone knows that alpaca ﬂeece can be used for incredibly soft clothing
articles, but did you know their ﬂeece is also hypoallergenic, ﬂame-resistant,
and water resistant? Probably not, but now you do!
2. Two types of alpacas exist in the world: the Suri and Huacaya.
3. Alpacas sing! Well, more speciﬁcally hum, haw, and orgle! Most commonly
known for humming, the male alpaca also emits a throaty vocalization during
breeding known as the “orgle.”
4. Alpacas and llamas can create babies together! If diﬀerentiating between
the two mammals was diﬃcult before, imagine a hybrid, called a “huarizo,”
creating more confusion than ever.
5. The prized animal can cost between $5,000 to $15,000. Since alpaca ﬂeece
sells for high value in the clothing industry, the alpaca deﬁnitely reaches
expensive costs.

By Daniela Sechen
Manatees get a lot of hype, but their just-as-adorable cousin,
the dugong, deserves just as much attention. Although the two species
look very similar—both are gigantic, grey, slow-moving herbivores—the
dugong is smaller in size (about 926 pounds and 10 feet long, whereas
the manatee can reach over 1,200 pounds and 13 feet long), and its
ﬂuked tail resembles that of a whale or dolphin, unlike the manatee’s
ﬂat, beaver-like one. In fact, some people believe that dugong sightings
helped lead to ancient mermaid legends—so, clearly, this sea creature is
quite magical.
Dugongs are found in the shallow, tropical waters of the
Indo-Paciﬁc, where these “sea cows” spend hours leisurely grazing on
seagrass. Unfortunately, dugongs experience frequent habitat loss and
degradation due to coastal development, water pollution, and rising sea
levels. Boat collisions and bycatch also frequently kill the gentle species.
As a result, the International Union for Conservation of Nature has
labeled the dugong as vulnerable to extinction. Learn more about these
perfectly plump bois at dugongconservation.org.

By Samantha Lam
If you think that an article about a fruit somehow
ended up on the animals page, you’re in for a disappointment.
Obviously, the topic here isn’t the wonderful fruit; it’s the
wonderful bird of the same name. Native to New Zealand, these
endangered birds remain relatively well-known due to their
adorable, unique appearance. Boasting long beaks, stout legs,
and a brown fuzzy body, kiwis bear a striking resemblance to
the aforementioned fruit. Perhaps the most unique characteristic
of these chicken-sized birds lies in their lack of wings, which
renders them ﬂightless. Regardless, kiwis prove to be ﬁerce,
durable little birds. These territorial animals don’t hesitate
to chase away intruders, utilizing their sharp claws to attack.
Additionally, kiwis mate for life, and possess a great memory and
sense of smell. With their adorable appearance and remarkable
characteristics, it’s no wonder these fuzzy birds garner so much
love worldwide.

By Annie Vertin
Unbeknownst to most, the slow loris is a nocturnal and solitary primate,
living and hunting alone—usually in the highest tree tops of tropical rain forests
in southern Asia and western Indonesia. With its distinctive, abnormally large
eyes—the largest of any primate—the slow loris looks downright cuddly, but
don’t let the cuteness fool you. This primate is more deadly than you might think.
Here are some fascinating facts about this unique animal:
● Currently, there are nine identiﬁed species of slow lorises: the Bengal,
Bornean, Greater, Hiller’s, Javan, Kayan, Philippine, Pygmy and Sody’s.
● Although appearing snuggly and soft, the slow loris actually has quite
a bite. In fact, a bite from a slow loris is poisonous enough to kill.
Currently, there is no known cure for slow loris venom, so you’d better
avoid those teeth.
● Due to habitat loss and hunting for traditional medicine and illegal
pets, the slow loris is endangered. In particular, the pet trade causes
unimaginable suﬀering. Unfortunately, the slow loris is in serious danger
of extinction.
● In some parts of Asia, people believe that the the slow loris can cure 100
diseases.
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With almost all of the players returning for the 2018-2019 soccer season, Westmont’s girls soccer
team is oﬀ to a great start. The team is 2-1-2 in preseason at the moment, and is going strong into the next
part of the season. Co-captain Alexa Roskowski says, “Our team is really good this year and if we keep up the
concentration and energy I wouldn’t be surprised if we made it to CCS.” Westmont’s team has great ball skill and
every girl on the ﬁeld gives 100 percent which motivates everybody to play for each other. After winning against Valley
Christian and Menlo, and tying Sacred Heart Prep, the regular season starting January 4 looks promising. Senior Emma
Cline adds, “The team has a great chemistry which helps us work really well together and will lead us to CCS if we can keep
up the intensity and hard work.” Come out and watch some excellent soccer at the next home game against our rival, Prospect on
Thursday, January 10, at 6 p.m. Be there or you will miss a very intense game.
Photo by Grace Rodhouse.

By Grace Rodhouse
As the weather gets colder, the wrestling team cranks up the heat in the small gym, to prepare
for a long season of tough matches. Not only does the team compete one-on-one against other schools in
dual meets, but they also get up early on the weekends for tournaments. They work tirelessly for hours
after school, working on technique, stamina, and endurance. Last year, the team had a record 4-2-1 in
the dual meets. The captains leading the team this year are Seniors Ron Belman and Randy Guerrero.
After three years on varsity, Ron looks to lead his team to more wins by “mentally convincing ourselves
we can win big tournaments and dual meets.” His favorite part about being on the team is simply
being with the team and having such great teammates. Come support the wrestling team this season!

Photos By Kameron Madson.

By Kameron Madson
With the new year in full swing, the Westmont Cheer Team prepares for their next USA
Regional competition on January 12 at Deer Valley High School. Shortly after on February 2, the
cheer team will be competing alongside other bay area schools in the ﬁrst Traditional Competition
Cheer CCS Championships at Independence High School. After obtaining several Nationals bids
from previous regional competitions earlier in the season, the team is also preparing for USA
Nationals in Anaheim in late February.

By Jessica Swalve
As of 2018, our warriors are well into their season after playing 8 games,
winning 2 of them. This year there are six returning varsity members and seven
seniors. States captain Tyler Yang, “I think we have a lot of potential for this
upcoming season! Our team is very versatile with shooters and great defenders and
I’m excited to see what the regular season has in store for us!” Likewise, senior RJ
Scilingo hopes that “we grow as a team and get some wins in the process.” With
more games to come, our Warriors are hoping to make playoﬀs and beyond. Come
support boys basketball at their next home game on Wednesday, January 9 at 7 p.m.
against Oak Grove. Hope to see you there!
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By Katie DaQuino
You know varsity girls basketball power forward, senior Nanar
Boursalian, for her motivation, enthusiasm, and empathy around campus.
She is a natural leader, captain of the team for the second year and
president of Girls Who Code. We all love her for her kind heart and
“sweet and bubbly personality,” but as sophomore teammate Katelyn
Yang lovingly says, “her aggression and vigor shine through on the
court.” In addition to commenting on her strong basketball skills (her
talent on the court has earned her a much deserved spot on varsity
for three years) Katelyn also calls her the team’s “much needed hype
man.” Nanar is always happy to talk about how much she looooves
basketball.
Nanar has transformed the basketball program over her four
years at Westmont. Playing for three diﬀerent coaches, she has been
a much needed constant for the team. With a strong record of 9-1 last
season in league, the team is ready for another great season. Though the
team is young (Nanar is the only senior and junior Naiya Edwards is the
only other upperclassman) they have an abundance of young talent. With
Nanar as their captain and role model, they are undoubtedly in great hands.

By Melina Mahood
He makes excellent boba tea, sings for John Shieh, excels in the classroom,
and stars on the Westmont varsity soccer team: Snehin can do it all! A true leader in
and out of class, senior Snehin Biswas looks to lead the Warriors through a great
season. Always positive, his attitude truly impacts his team and makes playing with
him a remarkable experience. Remarks senior Calvin Dougher, “Playing with Snehin
is like ﬁnding the missing puzzle piece to unlock your full potential in the game.” His
teammates praise him for his excellent ball control and vision to create plays.
This season, the soccer team looks to better their 9-4-1 record from last year,
with the hopes of ﬁnishing in the top of their league and making CCS playoﬀs. With
only seven seniors, the warriors have a strong foundation of experienced players, but a
lot of underclassman will have their shot at playtime. Says Biswas, “We have a lot of
exciting young talent on the team this year!” and he knows there is a lot of potential for
success with them. Additionally, Biswas says he is “looking forward to being captain
for [his] senior year!” Come support this awesome group of players at their next home
game on January 9 against Independence at 6 p.m.

Luxury South lake tahoe
home
Fantastic vacation rental, just 2 miles
from Heavenly!
4 bed/3 bath 2600 sq ft house, sleeps 12
(max). Spacious floor plan with gourmet
kitchen, king and queen beds, granite
bathrooms, forest views.
We are Westmont parents, and we rent
our 2nd home when we’re not there.
Please contact us for your year-round
Lake Tahoe vacation planning.

Photos provided by
Nanar Boursalian and
Snehin Biswas.

Katie
DaQuino

Jeff: 530-539-4004 jb@belletahoe.com
www.homeaway.com/253975
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By Katie DaQuino
When the sun shines bright
And there is no school to
cause a bummer
Everyone seems to come alive
Because these months are summer
But when the time rolls far past August
And we still endure the summer heat
It is not the sun, but the ﬁrst drops of rain
That I wake in the morning to greet
September sun never paused to break
A too hot October came and went
When I wished for a long summer
This is just not what I meant
November days slowly slipped away
And still I had not heard the joyous sound
—with rain trapped high above—
Of water pellets bouncing oﬀ the ground
So when I awoke to see the driveway
Soaked with the ﬁrst night of rain
I smiled for the withering ﬂowers
At last they can escape their pain

By Erin Campbell
College apps are due
Stress consumes the senior class
When is summer break?

By Anna Hanuska
Words run free, they can never be tamed
but numbers are numbers, they always stay the same
And the robotic rhythm of simpliﬁcation
gives math a clean and straightforward organization
I get a rush of joy when I solve a diﬃcult computation
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after hours of “productive struggle” and frustration
Though through the years, my life has shifted, math
remains

Will Caraccio
Julian Benesch

a strong rock of consistency in a world full of change

By Kate Lincoln
Pitter Patter, pitter patter
On the roof a soft heard clatter.
All the while, the kids feel gladder
For this soft heard pitter patter.
Drip n’ drop n’ drip n’ drop
All one day came to a stop
For months on end, no single plop
Touched California’s dry rooftops
Pitter Patter, pitter patter
That’s why everyone’s much gladder
Nothing’s wrong, nothin’s the matter
For now we have this pitter patter.

By Grace Rodhouse
clouds cover the ocean of the atmosphere
grey painting the sky making it impossible
to tell time
as if trapped in a place where life
pauses
before it takes a deep breath
and lets out its tears
for all the world to see
making joy for
children to splash
farmers to thrive
introverts to relax
the sky shares its hurt,
to make sure others don’t

By Allira Bellawala
When I ﬁnd myself in times of trouble
Grammar always hears my prayer
Whispering words of wisdom
Saying there, their, they’re
It helps me ﬂy toward the ﬁnish line
Or towards if we’re in Britain
That rule applies regardless
Whether if spoken or if written
But to take up less of your time
(and fewer of your minutes)
I won’t go farther down on paper
Or further past my limits
I have no misconceptions
Of this poem’s eﬀect
It likely won’t aﬀect your writing
But hey, no one’s perfect
Jut please never use ironic
To describe a coincidence
Not only is it incorrect
Mr. Hadley will be incensed
As this poem comes to a close,
You and me don’t say goodbye
Because it so clearly
should be you and I

